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ABSTRACT
This volume is divided into three sections, each ,

iocusing on an activity associated with dissemination and
implementation programs for the Unified Sciences and.Mathematics for
Elementary Schools (USMES). Section I focuses'on techniques for
conducting USME§ informational meetings tb introduce
administrators/teachers/parents to USMES. It is designed to provide
them with infdtmation they need to decide whetiher they want to
involve themselves and their students in the program. Section II
describes in detail strategies for conducting USMES workshops for
teachers. These.workshops provide teachers with experiences they need
to successfully work on USMES units with their students. Section III
deals with methods of training Design Lab managers. The training
session gives paraprofessionals, parent volunteers, and high school
or college students the background they.need to work in Design Labs
with students and teachers as they.design and.construct the things
they need to carry out wOrk on USMES challenges. The first.section is
preceeded by a short discussion of ways USMES differs from other
curricula, emphasizing what is unique about the program and providing
a focus for the sections that follow. (Author/JN)
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PREFACE

The Unified Science and Mathematics for Eleinentary

Schools (USMES) project was formed in response to the recom-

mendations of the 1967 Cambridge Conference on the Correlation

of Science and Mathematics in the Schools.* Since its incep-

tion in 1970, USMES has been funded by the National Science

Foundation to develop and carry out implementation trials of

32 interdisciplinary units centered on long-range investiga-

tions of real and practical problems taken from the local

school/community environment. ,School planners can use these

units to design a flexible curricalum, for grades one
through eight in which real problem sollring plays an impor-

tant role.

The development and trial implementation work is carried

on by classroom teachers with the assistance of university

specialists t workshops and at occasional meetings during the

..g4.year. Th ,
ork is coordinated by a staff at Education

Developme t Center in Newton, Massachusetts. In addition, the

staff at EDC coordinates a widespread itplementation program

involving districts and colleges wiac..h are carrying out local

-USMES implementation programs for teaIgiers and-schools in

their area.

The following units are currently available for wide-

spread implementation:

Protecting Property
(Burglar Alarm Design)

Pedestrian Crossings

pnch Lines
Play Area Design and Use
Describing People
Designing for Human--

Proportions

Dice'Desigh
Weather PrediCtions
Getting 'There

Classrodm Management

Growing Plants

Orientation
Traffic Flow
Consumer kesearch
Soft Dr4nk Design
Manufacturing
Advertising
Classroom Design
Ways to Learn/Teach
School Zoo
Bicycle Transkirtation

Since all activities in USMES units are initiated by

the students in response to a long-range challenge, the stu-

'dents and teachers often have need of-resource materials;

USMES materials provide some of.these resources. The Design

Lab or its4tlassroom equivalent is'a resource for students;

*See Goals for the Cor elation of Elementary Science and

Mathematics, Houghton 1fflin Co., Boston, 1969.
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using the tqols and supplies available children can follow
through on their ideas by constructing measuring t6ols, test-

ing apparatus, modeas, et. The "How To" Cards are another

resource for students. Each set of cards gives information
about a specific problem which arises in the context of the
overall problem. The students use a set only when they want

help on that particular problem.

Several types of resources are available for teachers:
the USMES Guide, a Teacher Resource Book for each challenge,
Background Papers, and a Design Lab Manual. A cQmplete set of

all these ifritten materials comprise what is called the USMES

library. in addition, the Curriculum Correlation Guide is pre-

sently being developed and preliminary sections are available.

These materials are described in brief in the USMES 8ro-

chure, which can be used by teachers and administrator's to
disseminate information about the project to the local commu-

nity. A variety of other dissemination and implementation re-
sources are also available for individuals and groups involved

in local implementation programs. They include the USMES
slide/tape show, videotapes of classroom activities, a general
report on evaluation results, a map of iMplementation locations,
a list of experienced USMES teacher and university consultants,

and newspaper and magazine articles.

About Preparing People for USMES: An IMplementation

Resource Bock

This volume is divided into three sections, each con-
cerned with an activity which is an impprtant part of any USMES

dissemination and implementation program. Section One focuses

on techniques for conducting USMES informational meetings.

This dissemination activity introduces administrators, teachers,

and parents to USMES. It is designed to provide them with the

information they need to make decisions about whether they want
,to involve themselves and their students in the program. Sec-

tion Two describes in detail strategies for conducting USMES
workshops for teachers. The workshop provides the teachers
with the experieRces they need to successfully work on USMES

units with tbeir students. Section Three deals with methods

for training Design Lab managers. The training session gives

paraprofessiona).s, parent volunteers, and high school or col-
lege"students the background they need to work ,in Design Labs

with students and teachers as they design and construct the
things they need to carry out their work on USMES challenges.

The first section is preceded by a short discussion of
the waysin which USMES differs from other curricula. In em-

phasizing what is unique about the program, it provides an
important focus for the sections that follow.

J



WAYS IN WHICH USMES DIFFERS FROM OTHER CURRICULA

The Unified Science and Mathematic,s for Elenientary
Schools (TIES) project has as its goal the-development

'and implementation of real problem solving as an important
new style of education. Real problem solving develops the
problem-solving ability of students and does it'in a way
,that leads to a full (learning-by-doing) understavding of
the process. In addition, students learn many skills and
concepts as the need for them arises. This method of learn-
ing skills and concepts is especially effective because the
students not only immediately apply them in a practical situ-
ation but also get a great deal of practice with any opera-
tions involved. The necessity for some teacher preparation
may be seen by looking at the ways in which real problem

.solving differs from other learning modes. Some teachers
may have been introduced by ,other projects to several of the
following ne4Fdevelopments in education, but few .teachers
have integrated them all into the new style of teaching and
learning that real problem solving involves.

1. New Area of Learning - Real Problem solving is a
new area of learning, not, just a new approach or
a new content within an already-defined subjecf
area. Many subject matter curricula include A.

something called problem solving. ,,However, much
'of this problem solving invol/es made-up problems
or fragments of a whole situation and does not

, require the cognitive skills needed for the in-
vestigation of real and practical problems.
Learning the cognitive strategy requirebi for real
probjem solving is different from other kinds.of
learning.

2. Lnterdisciplinary Education - Real problem solv-
ing integrates the disciplines in a natural way; ,

there is no need to impose a multi-disciplinary
structure. Solving real and'practiCal problems
requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many disciplines. The number
and range of disciplines are unrestricted and
the importance of each is demonstrated in work-
ing toward the solution of practical problems.

3. .Student Plannieg - To learn the process of pro-
blem solving, the students themselVes, not the
teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the
variables that should be investigated, search
out the faCts, and judge the correctness of the
hypotheses and conclfisions. The teacher acts
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as coordinator and collaborator, not

authoritative answer giver or mastermind,
in real problem-solving activities.

, 4. Learning-By-Doing - Learning-by-doing, or
discovery learning as it is sometimes k
called, cOmes about naturally in real prb-
blem solving since the problems tackled by
each cltss have unique aspects; for example,

different lunchrooms or pedestrian crossings
have different problems associated with them

, and, consequently, unique solutions. The
challenge, as defined in each situation, pro-
vides the'4ocus for the children's hands-on
learning experiences, such as collecting real
data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying
their suggested improvements; and (in tome
units) preparing reports and presentations of
their findings for the proper authorities.

5 Learning Skills and Concepts as Needed -

Skills and concepts are learned in real pro-
blem solving as the need for them arises in
the context of the work being done, rather
than having a situation imposed by the teacher
or the textbook being used. Teadiers may
direct this learning when the need for it

arises, or students may search out information
themselves from resources provided.

6 Group Work - Progress toward a-solution to a
real problem usualgy requires the efforts of
groups of students, not just individual stu-
dents working alone. Although some work may
be done individually, the total group effort
provides good opportunities for division of
labor and exchange of ideas among the groups'
and individuals. The grouping is flexible
and changing in order to meet the needs of

,the different stages of investigation.

7. Student Choice - Real problem solving offers
classes the opportunity to work on problems
that are real to them, not just tb the adults
who prepare the curriculum. In addition,
students may choose to investigate particular
aspects of the problem according to their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing
'from the challenge allows each student to
make some contribution towards the solution
of the problem according to his or her ability
and to learn specific skills at a time when he
or she is ready for that particular intellec-
tual structure. .

9
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,C(INDUCTING USMES INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

In order to implement any new program in a school

system, it is usually necessary to engage\ in some dissemina-

tion activities. This is particularly important when USMES
is being implemented, because of the.critical ways in which

USMES differs from other curriculum programs. Key personnel

in the district and in target schools need to be informed of
what USMES is all about, what it has to offer, what kind of

support is needed, and so on. Informal discussions and dis-

tribution of some of the project's wYitten materials are
good beginning points. In addition, an informational meet-

ing for all those who are interested is an extremely valuable,

if not vital, next step.
a

5

Based on reports we have received from people across
the nation who have conducted such meetings we have compiled

a list of "Key Elements in USMES Informational Meetings"

which is reproduced on the next page. The list represents

what have heen found to be the most important items to be
covered and some of the strategies for covering them. The

audience, the specific purpose of the meeting, and the amount
of time allotted' will all influence the tone, depth, and

order of the presentation. The suigested times included Pon

the list for each of the key elements are based on meetings
conducted during the past several years.

The key elements are described in more detail on pages

7 to 10. Possible strategies for presenting each element

are described and the best sources for further information

on the different topics are listed. Some of the elements are

_also discussed in Section Two on Conducting USMES Workshops

which ean be referredito for other suggestions. A brief re-

port on an informational meeting is reproduced on pages 11 to 12.

The reportrdocuments how the key elements were covered during

a half-day meeting for district administrative personnel.
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KEY ELEMENTS IN AN USMES INFORMATIONAL MEEtING

Introduction to USMES philosophy and,units (30-60 minutes)

slide/tape show
videotape(s) of classroom activities
question and answer session
information brochures

Experiencing real problem solving by working on an USMES unit

challenge at adult level (45-90 minutes)

discussion'of challenge
tasks and priorities defined

observation
data collection
construction work as needed
data representation and analysis

action on challenge
group discussions on any aspect of process

Discussion of real problem solving and its place in the total

school program (10-20 minutes)
)

Discussion of bSMES resource materials (20-30 minutes)

Design Lab (types, inventory, cost, scheduling, staffing,.

safety)
"How To" Cards

USMES Guide
Teacher Resource Books
Background Papers for teachers

Design Lab Manual
Curriculum Correlation Guide

Discussion of classroom strategy and teacher's role in USMES

(5-10 minutes)

Discussion of skills nd conceptS in USMES units (5-10 minutes)

Listing of skills/concepts covered in hands-on activity

carried'out during session.
Review of skills charts in ysmEs Guide and Teacher

Resource Books

Discussion of USMES e valuation and documentation program and

data"(5-10 minutes),

Discussion of USMES implementation (rogram (5-10 minutes)

Map showing extent of implementation
Magazine articles and newspaper clippings

,)

,p

la (
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DISCUSSION OF THE KEY ELEMENTS IN USMES INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

Introduction to USMES Philosophy and Units

Experienceipas shown that the initial discussion on'
USMES should beirort.' An in=depth discussion can take place
later in the meeting after participants have spent at least a
short period of time engaged in liands-on activities in re-

' sponse to'a challenge. The first,discussion should give par-
ticipants a basic understanding of what the real 'problem
solving mode of teaching'and learningbis and what kinds oS
activities and dissussions are scheduled for the rest of .the

,meeting. .

The USMES slide/tape presentation gives an orerview of
the USMES program and a brief description of some of the units.

r The project!s origns, the USMES mode of teaching and learning
'and some of the evaluation results are discussed. The ;aped
narrative might be paraphrased by-one of the individuals con-
ducting the information meeting if a more lively, informal

+. approach peems desirable. .

Videotapes on tlassroom, use of various units are avail-,
able on a pufchase or loan basis and might also be utilized to
provide a more in-depth look at how children work on USMES
chalaenges. The USMES brochure presents USMES in a nutshell.

. It is available in quantity and,is a good "hand-out" for
meeting participants to take away with them.

) -

The best resource to use to prepare for this sort of
intrOductory discussion and any questions that may come up
during it is the USMES Guide. The project, the USMESmpde of
teaching and learning, the units, the,resources for teachers
and students are all described in detail. The paper "Ileals,

Problem Solving in USMES: Interdisciplinary Education and

Much_More" covers much of the same material from a slightly
differtent perspective.

Experiencing Real Problem Solving by Working
on An dSMES Unit Challenge on an Adult Level

Experience has shown that in order to really understand
what USMES is all about,.meeting participants should engage
in some hands-on ctivities related to one of the univ chal-

A'
lenges. One cann t fully alipreciate the learning that can
take place brwor ing toward a solution to a real problem with-
out this experie e. The investigations are, of course

limited by the time constraints of.an informational meeting
and in this respect differ from the,kind of experience de-
scribed in the section on USMES workshops. Even within a
limited amount of tide, however, meeting participants can make
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a good stab at the probleh and in so doing get invaluable
insight into the real problem solving mode of education. .

Discussion of Real Problem Solving and
Its Place in the Total School and Class Program

In .ddition to general,discussions of what real problem
solving is, meeting participants are often concerned about the

ways in which it can be worked into the school schedule. Wily

it should be and how It can be are discussed in the USMES
Guide, in the paper "Real Problem Solving in USMES: Inter-

disciplinary Education azd Much More," the Curriculum Corre-
lotion Guide, and the sec ion on USMES workshops in this
volume.

,
The main points to be/covered in.this discussion are:

1) USMES provides experien e-in the process of solving real

A. problems which is an important skill to be learned, and 2)
many skills and concepts can be learned quickly and effective-
ly during work on real problems. Therefore, substantial time

can be devoted to real problem solvin while maintaining skill

and concept learning at the same level, or at an even more
effective level of understanding.

The charts and list in the unit Teacher Resource Books
which list the specific skills and concepts that might arise
during student work on the challenges can be used by teachers
and administrators in planning the most effective way to in-
clude real peoblem solving in a particular school's or dis-

trict's program. The individuals conducting the informational

meeting may want to discuss how USMES might be worked into the
existing programs at the schools involved......

Discussion of USMES Resource Materials for
.

,
Teachers and Students

. .

..

7

'.

#

-

Resources for USMES work fall into three categories.
The first includes all the resources of the school and com-
munity--people, books, places, etc.--that are relevant and

cdn be accessed by the children. I,n addition, USMES recom-

mends that general tools, materials, and measuring instruments
be made available as a Design Lab so that students can carry

. out hands-on work on the unit challenges. The third category

consists of the USMES written resources for students and

teachers. The Design Lab and the written resources are de-
scribed in the USMES Guide and the section of this &lume on

conducting USMES workshops. In addition, the, Design Lab

Manual and Supplement,provides detailed information on the
ways in which Design Lab work can be carried on in a classroom,

in a separate Deslgn Lab room, or by using a portable Design

Lab. ,The Design Lab inventory, cost, space rqquirements,

.411
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staffing, and safety considerations are also covered in depth.

The Design Lab brochure covers many of the same points in
brief.

It is extremely useful to have a complete set of the
written materials available for meeting participants to peruse.
The set includes the "How To" Cards for stuOents, the USMES
Guide, Teacher Resource Books for each unit, Background Papers
'and Design Lab Manual. The price list for written materials
is included in the brochure. A #orkshop experience is recom-
mended for introducing teacher to the USMES. ityle of teach-

ing and learning and to the first unit or two they will use
with their students. The teacher's resource materials
designed to enable teachers with such experience to builupop
it and to move on to other units.

Discussion of Classroom Strategy and
Teacher's Role in USMES

The teacher's role and responsibilities are de.tailed in
the unit resource books, the USMES Guide, and in the workshop
section of this volude. In brief, the teacher acts as the
'coordinator in introducing the challenge, providing resources
when needed,'Including help on speCific problems, scheduling
frequent sessions for hands-on work and for student exchange
of ideas, and stimulating new directions in the students'
thinking and investigations. Many of the videotapes of class
work on different 4hallenges show USMES teachers in this role
and might be used to ulate discussion on the topic:'

l ,
t

Discussttim of Skill4\and.Concepts in USMES Units
-------'( .

Listing the skills and concepts that come up during the
participants' hands-on work on the adult challenge is a use-
ful strategy for pointing up the kinds of learning that have
gone on during real problem solving. Meeting participants
are often surprised to realize what a wide range gf skills
and concepts from the different disciplines have 8een touthed
'on. It is also often useful to review the charts in the USMES
Guide and Teacher Resource Books. The charts in the Guide
compare the implementation units in terms of their strengths in
diffetent subject areas and spncific skflls, concepts, and

1:

processe that usually take,place in the different units. The
charts i each Teacher Resouice Book relate possible unit acti-
Vities to broad subject area objectives, correlate categories
of skills and concepts with the possible unit activities, and

list specific skills and concepts that are used in the possible
,unit activities.

Ditcussion of USMES Evaluation and Documentation Program

The program includes the documentation of development
and implementation activities across\the nation via interviews
and reports from teachers using USMES in their classrooms,
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from local observers visiting classrooms, and from resource

teams conducting local dissemination and implementation pro-
grams. In addition, specific instruments are administered to
a sample of the classes usingOSMES and some non-USMES classes
in order to assess the effect of working with USMES on st
problem-solving abilities, on basic skill development, d on
classroom organization and student interactions and acti 'es.

The evaluation and documentation program and resu
date are summariied in the OSMES Guide. A general report
evaluation outlines the results of specific aspects of th_
evaluation program in more detail. Technical reports are also
available.

v

Discussion of USMES Implementation Program

The (NES widespread implementation program is reviewed
in the USMES Guide. In addition, a map showing the implemen-
tation locations is available. A packet of magazine and news-
paper articles on USMES also gives a selectvi look at what
kinds of USMES activity have gone oi in difPerent communities.
These resources enable those conducting the informational
meeting to give the participants a good idea of the geographic .
scope of the project's activities.

Or,
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REPORT OF USMES INFORMATIONAL MEETING
12:30 - 4:00 P.M.

December 11, 1973
Wexford School, Lansing, Michigan

On December 11, 1973, a three and a half hour informa-
.

tional meeting was held in Lansing, Michigan, for the princi-
pals of the,elementary schools in the district, the helping
teachers, and.the'subject area consultants. Approximately
thirty people took part. The meeting was conducted by a group
of people in Lansing who have been involved in the USME,S pro
gram over the past several years. The group included several
USMES teachers and observer/coordinators, a principal, and a
t:iichigan State University faculty member.

The meeting began witiia thirty-minute slide presentation
on USMES units being implemented in Lansing and other districts
across the nation. This was followed by a short (ten-minute)
talk on real problem solving and the nature of USMES challenges.
The participants then divided into four small groups to work on
an USMES unit challenge. Each group worked on one challenge
for approximately fifty minutes and then switched to another
challenge for anothersfifty-minute session. The four units
offered were Describing.People, Soft Drink Design, Dice Design%
and Consumer Research.

In response to the challenge to "find out what is the best
information to.put in a description so that a person can be
quickly and easily identified," the Describing People groups
worked on a,description of one of the disfi-ict administrators.
After drawing up a detailed description, they identified the
most important characteristics. Other possible activities re-
lating to the challenge w re described.

The.groups working on he Soft Drink Design unit were pre-
sent d with the challenge to "invent a new soft drink that
woulA be popular and produced at row cost." During their fifty
minute sessions they focused on taste Preferences. They parti-
cipated in a blindfold test using three popular cola drinks.
They were given samples of the three drinks and asked to iden-
tify them. They made a "confusion matrix" of how often the
different drinks were confused and then analyzed the results.
The sessions concluded with a discussion of how the unit had
evolved in different classrooms.

The Dice Design groups were Challenged to "constrUtt
practical shapes which can be used as dice to make a fair deci-
sion between two or among three, four,...choices." The parti-
cipants did some preliminary work with coin tossing. They then
moved on to constructing polyhedra from die-cut shapes. They

1 -.4
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grouped the shapes according to whether they were regular or
irregular and'discussed how to test them for fairness.

The Cons r Research groups were presented with the
challenge to "determine which brand of a product is'the best

buy for a certain purpose." During each session, half of the

participants tested ballpoint pens and the other half tested

cellophane tapes. In both.cases, they'first established cri-

teria for judging, then designed and conducted tests, and
finally analyzed their results to choose the/best buy.

When the whole group reconvened, one of the Lansing prin-

cipals who had implemented USMES in his building last year
and one of his teachers who had taught USMES in her classroom

discussed woi-king USMES into the, school and class program.

They outlided the resources available within the district for

the Anservice training of teachers. The group spent about

twenty minutes,dibcussing these topicsjincluding a question

and answer period.

This was followed by a een-minute presentation on the,

Design Lab or its classroom equivalent. The tools and mape-

rials already in the Alstrict.schools were mentioned and

scrounging strategies outlined.

The meeting closed with a discussion of the evaluation

program and results to date, followed by a general questibn

and answer session.

4e,
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CONDUCTING USMES WRKSHOPS

When teachers try out a new curriculum for the firgt
time, they usually spend some time becoming familiar with it.

The amount of.preparation necessary varies according to the

difference between the teaching style and content of the cur-

riculum currently being used. The real problem-solving type

of learning found in USMES is different in many respects from

the learning modes utilized by other curricula. Therefore,

,
the amount of preparation required may be extensive in some

cases (for example, when, a teachertas been using a teacher-

centered curriculum over a period of years). In other cases

(for instance, when a teacher has been utilizing a style of
teaching similar to that required in USMES), the time required

for familiarization is considerably reduced.

The purpose of this section is to provide information on
the types of workihop activities that have been found to be

helpful in preparing teachers not only to use the teaching
style required but also to deal adequately with the variety of

content that may arise when their students are engaged in real

problem snlving. The major categories of work carried out at

an USMES workshop are stated in the Oitline "Key'Elements at

an USMES Workshop" that is found on-the next two pages. A

possible agenda for a five-day workshop follows, indicating
how the key elements fit into a daily schedule. The overall

strategy for workshops is outlined next, followed by a detailed

discussion of,the various key elements in a workshop and then

suggestions for planning a'workshop, running a workshop-Design

Lab, and evaluating a workshop. The section concludes.with

lists of major activities carried out by adults and children

in a sample of workshop unit groups.

VI*
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KEY ELEMENTS IN AN USMES WORKSHOP

Experiencing real problem solving
by working on an-adult challenge

discussion of challenge

tdsks and priorities defined
observation
data collection
data epresentation and analysis

ign Lab work
, . group discussions, refinement of-

procedures
, action on challenge

4

Exploring skills/concepts inihudits

skills sessions as needed for unit,
group activities
listing of skills/concepts covered,
during day.

optional skills ses sions

skills chart in.Teacher Resource
Book

Percentage of Time
5-day workshop

40%

(Time included in

other cateogries)

Preparing for USMES work in classroom 30Z

working with children on challenge
videotapes of classroom activities
discussing possible unit activities
with teachers who have taught unit

Familiarization with USMES resources 10%

Destgn Lab

!brief introduction
Design Lab slide/tape show
skills sessions and.demonstrations

USMES written materials 5%

Teacher Resource Bobk
"How To" Cards
Background Papers
USMES guide ,

Design Lab Manual
Curriculum Correlation Guide,

Understanding USMES philosophy 5%

introductory talk

slide/tape show
unit group discussions of teaching style
question and answer periods
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Place of USMES in the total school program 5% ,

Introducti6 to other unit challenges 5%

miniworkshops by unit groups for other

participants
display boards

. slides
(,

/

440'

..

:.

,
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- POSSIBLE AGENDA - 5-DAY WORKSHOP

(to be preceded by pre-workshop coif meeting)
(io Be followed by inservice training periods)

1ST DAY

9:00 9:45 Plenary Sessiop
Introduction of workshop staff and partici-
pants

Brief introduction of USMES and the purpose
of real problem solving
Review of workshop objectives
Brief description of participant's role at
workshop
Review of workshop ag enda
5 minute descriptions of unit challenges
being offered

9:45 - 4:00

(with lunch
and coffee
breaks)

Work in Unit Groups
Brief introduction of unit
Discussion of adult challenge

. Setting of priorities for .tasks;-groups
formed to work on Varioqs aspects-

. Haids-on work as needed in classroom
Discussion of day's activities

4:00 - 4:30 Staff Meeting

2ND DAY

9:00 - 4:oo Work in Unit Groups
(with lunch. Continuation of work on adult challenge

and coffee Hands-on work as needed
breaks) Skills session as needed

. Sessions on written resource materials and
Design Lab'today or tomorrow

4:00 -' 4:30 Staff Meeting,

3RD DAY

9:00 - 9:30 Work'An Unit Groups
- Precaration for work with children

9:30,- 10:30 Work.inDnit Groups with Children
IntrOducfion of challenge y staff teacher
Chladren.develop strat es for handling
challenge
Children begin hands-on th partici-
pants working with small groups of children

. on specific tasks
Dismissal of children with un erstanding
that they will return the next day

0

41,
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10:30 12:00 Work in Unit Groups
Critique of work with children
Discussion of ways to introduce challenge
to children
Discussion of next day's work with children
yiewing of videotapes of class actiVities
Continuation of work on adult,ch011enge

4;
with hands-on work and skills sessions as
needed

(lunch break).

1:00 - 3:00 Work in Unit Groups
Continuation of work on adult challenge
with Design Lab work and skills sessions
as needed

. Sessions on written resource materials and .

Design Lab if not already covered

3:00 - 4:00 Discussion Sessions on Special Topics
Design Lab issues
Use of USMES in the primary grades
Use of USMES in middle schools
Use of USlitS by resource or specialist

teachers

4:00 - 4:30 'Staff Meeting

4TH DAY

9:00 9:30 Work in Unit Groups
Preparation for work with children

9:30 - 10:30 Work in Unit Groups with Children
. ,Discussion with children of challenge and
previous day's work
Continuation of children's work on challenge;
participants workf,Vith small groups of chil-
dren

Dismissal of children with understanding
that they will return the next day

\/-

10:30 12:00 Work in Unit Groups
Critique of work with children

. .Discussion of classroom management issues

Viewing of videotapes of class activities,

.(lunch break)

1:00 4:00 Work in Unit Groups_
. Continuation of work on adult challenge with
Design Lab work and skills sessions as needrd

4:00 - 4:30 Staff Meetingr
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5TH DAY

9:00 - 9:30 Work in Unit Groups
Preparation for work with children

9:30 10:30 Work in Unit Groups with ChilOren
Discussion with children of challenge and
previous day's work
Continuation of ch4ren's work on challenge;
participants work with small groups of
children'
Dismissal of children with arrangements made
for children to come to.inservice sessions
later in year or work in classrooms on
problem

10:30 - 12:00 Work in Unit Groups
Critique of work with children
Review of progress on adult challenge
Continuation af wor1( on adult challenge

1:00 3:00 Work in Unit Groups
Completion of work on adult challenge with
Design Lab work and skills sessions as
needed
Discussion of further work that could be

done

Critique of week's work

3:00 4:00 Plenary Session
Discussion of USMES in the total schnol

program
Review of workshop activities
Evaluation of workshop
Discussion of plans for follow-up inservice
sessions

Follow-up Staff Meetings

Evaluation of workshop
Planning'follow-up activities

Follow-up Ihservice Sesgions for Participants

Reports on children's class work
Skills sessions using data collected in classes
Continuation of work on adult challenge--rerun of
experiments, surveys, etc.
Hands-on work as needed in relation to class work
or work on adult challenge
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TEE OVERALL gTRATEGY AT USMES WORKSHOPS'

The overall strategy at USMES workshops is to .0.) pro-

vide teachers with a learning-by-doing experience with real
problem solving an'd (2) to facilitate the transfer of the
learning gained in the workshop situation to an understanding
of the teacher's role during the classroom application of the
real problem-solving process.

,Since experience,in real problem solving must come first,
teachers spend the first part of a workshop workingon a chal-
lenge at an adult level. During this time, however:\some in-
sight into the teacher's role is also gained from observing
the way in which the workshop staff provides the leadership in
this problem-solving effort. By using the same approach that
has been found to be effective in class work with students,
the leaders are effectively modelling the teacher's role in an

USMES class. This process of modelling includes making sure
that the Design Lab work is not required until a need arises
in the course of working on the adult challenge. Initial

hands-on work is usually done in the classroom; this models
the situation, which.arises frequently, where student work on
a challedge is started before Design Lab tools and materials
are available or.a school Design Lab is ready for use.
Another important aspect, of the iftkshop modelling is that
fliath skills and other skills are covered when the need for
them anises during specific investigations carried out by the
participants. .

,. .4._

In order to make this modelling effective, any shift
from work on the adult challenge to work on,another element
of the workshop sfiould be clearly indicated.' Experience has

shown that teachers understand these'shifts of emphasis most ,

easily if the list vKey E/ements at an USMES Workshop" is
made available and both the list and the participant's role are
discussed at the beginning of, the workshop.

t

, The teacher's role in the classroom is emphasized more
Nlpdirectly later in e workshop. It is important that this

role be not only d scussed but also practiced. Participants
should work with children as much as possible at a workshop
in order to see that phildren are truly interested in a pro-
blem that is relevant to them and that they do have many good
ideas about what has to be done in order to find a solution
to the problem. The teaching style required for effective
open-ended Class work i(S,m0e clear through several fycles'of
observation, discussion, and working directly.with chilgren.

If the workshop is short, most of the time should be
spent in the above twa types of activities. Very little time
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should be taken up with an initial discussion of the USMES
philosophy; participants will gradually become aware of its
various aspects as they become engaged in its practical appli-
cation. Often the most meaningful discussion of thelphilosophy
takes place while.the participants are engaged in hands-on
activities.

Experience has shown that a total of 8 to 10 days.of
workshop time is usually necessary for a, teacher to feel
secure in this new style-of teaching and learning. tipwevee,

this time can be spread out over a period,of weeks. In fact, .

there is some advantage to having periodieinservice traini
sessions during the time when teachers are introducing t
challenge to their classes and working with the Students as
they carry out the first tasks. In addition, periodic meetings .

during the school year afford teachers the opportunity to dis-
cuss class successes and problems atd thereby gain a deeper
understanding of the whole process of learning through-real
problem solving.

Since different teachers may need different amount of
preparation times the agenda for a 5-day workshop presented
on the preceding pages is intended only to be a starting
point from which a more specialized agenda can be built. 'A
longer workshop not only allows more time for a personal ex-
perience on one challenge and more time to practice the new
style of teaching with childrgn but also allows time for'an
introduction to a second unit challenge, possibly one that
might stem from the first one. In addition, there is time
at a longer workshob for more skills sessions, more Design
Lab work, and discussions in sPecial interest groups.

The number of staff needed at workshops depends on the
number of units being introduced to the teachers. Experience

has shown that two staff members can provide effective leader-
ship for one unit group of about twenty participants. At

least one of the staff for each unit should be able to refer
to personal experiences working with children on the unit

challenge. Most workshops should offer participants at least

3 or 4 units to chdose,from. This choice is essential in
order to allow teachers to select one that particularly
interests them and to provide students in different classes
with a variety of real problem-solving experiences. Each

year the number of challenges being worked on within a school
can be increased until it is possible for a Student to work
on a total of about 16 challenges (2 per year) which focus
on a wide variety of problems and involve learning a wide
range of skilis and concepts.

In addition to qtaff needed for unit groups, staff is
required for overall direction and coordination of the work-
shop and for Design Lab activities. In general, one Design
Lab staff member isrneeded for every 25 to 30 partitipants

at a workshop.

410 1



Experienced USMES teachers and university content and
curriCulum speciallsts are located- throughout.the country

and can-serva%as consultants-p hel.p. with the planning and
staffing of USMES wo4shops. They include development
teachers and,universiuy personnel who have ;:zorked- with the

project for a number ofears developing units and staffing
project-run workshops as well as resource team members who
'have Ipeen trained in imgementation strategies and are carry-
ing.out,teacher-traininifirogram"g in their own areas.' A list,
of these experienced USMES teachers, administrators, and

. university personnel is available from the USMES central
office.

.It is very important that staff members come together
for a pre-workshop staff meeting to review the workshop
'agenda and 'the roles and responsibilities of the staff. The
key elements of an USMES workshop should be reviewed and the
ways in which they will be implemented discussed. The impor-
tance of modelling the USMES style of' teaching and earning
quring unit group work should be emphasized. The staff for
each unit grqp should also spend some time planniIng their
introductorysession with participants. The staff can then
share their ideas and offer suggestions to one another on ways
to optimize the experience of learning about USMES and about
particular units for the participants. This process of shar-
ing ideas and evaluating the workshop experience is also an
important part of the daily staff meetings held throughout
the workshop.

A
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DISCUSSION,OF THE KEY ELEMENTS IN AN USMES WORKSHOP

Experiencing Real Problem Solving
By Working On An Adult Challenge

In-order to experience first-hand the learning that can
be achieved by working toward a solution to a real problem,
teachers Spend at%least 40% of their time at a workshop
working on.an aspect of the unit challenge that is real to

them as adplts. All real problems, including the ones
tated'in PSMES challenges, can be looked at from an adult's

point of view as well as from a student's vantage point.
For example, adults may become involved in the Designing for
Human Proportions challenge by designing and constructing a
prototype table that is the right height to work at while
standing up or by designipg a backpack suitable for carry-

ing around hooks and other supplies. Adults working on the

Play Area Design and Use challenge might observe children's
usce of a play area and then design a "better" one or they
might design a recreational program for the workshop parti-
cipants or a scho:ol staff. Participants,in the Classroom
Design unit can ;look far ways to improve the teachers'

lounge, the Sch001 office, or the auditorium. The adult

challenge in units like Manufacturing or Advertising may
arise in the course of working on other adult challenges.

See the lists of major activities beginning on page 48 for doc-

umentation of other'adult challenges workshop participants have

tackled.

The advantages in ,having participants spend a consider-
able amount,of time working on an adult challenge are evi-

dent when the Spin-offs'from this experience are considered.
Some possible consequenCes are listed below.

I. Participants become aware of the importance

of the challenge in providing motivation
aniFfocus for all activities.

2. Partielpants understand fully the process

InvolVed in real problem solving. They

eXPerience,many of the same problems that

"students halie in:

a) ,defining the problem

b) setting priorities for tasks that

ilea to be carried out

c) mak.ing accurate and relevant obser-

Naaofts
d) -collecting accurate and relevant data

e)' 'anitlyzing the data
tredefining the problem and establish-

ing new approaches
,g) 'redoing the measurements ,

(4,1
0". ci
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h) drawing conclusions; making

recommendations
i) wdrking in groups

j) reporting to others

3. Participants identify some of the skills and

concepts that may arise as students work on

a similar challenge.

4. Participants learn to work with Design Lab
tools and supplies, just as students do,

wires,the need arises.

5. Participants are exposed to model of an

USMES class as the workshop staff works with
them in a nondirective way.

Experience at USMES-run workshops has indicated that
inItial discussions about the adult challenge should include
the consideration of the amount of time available at the
workshop for working on the challenge. However, it should

be pointed out that time is a factor imly because of the
limitatibn imposed by the workshop and does not apply to

work by students in the classroom. Each USMES challenge is

a statement of a problem that applies to a real situation

with all the variables and complexities of real situations
and ideally the time requiredto find some solution cannot

be limited.

Exploring Skills,and Concepts in Units

As mentioned above, many of,the skills and concepts
that may arise as students work on the unit challenge will

come up as participants work on the adult challenge. This

establishes the model of learning in context; namely, learn-
ing specific information or bkills when they are needed to
help work-toward the solution cif the challenge. Participants

learn new skills in the context of work on the adult chal-

lenge in three ways: 1) by participants trying out their own

ideas, 2) by participants using relevant "How To" cards and'
background papers, and 3) in skills sessions led by the staff
at the times when more information on specifikikls is
needed.

Work on many of the adult challenges leads to skills
sessions which cover skills such as graphing techniques, ways
to choose samples and conduct surveys, the construction of
of triangle diagrams to compare ratios, and methods for using
pegboard graphs to represent and analyze data. In certain

units the sessions may cover.specialized topics such as basic
concepts in electricity, determining density and volume, con-
structing confusion matrices and drink difference maps, using

climatology data to make weather forecasts, determining
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regularity and irregularity in polyhedra; andpsing Venn
diagrams to check accuracy of descriptions.

-Real data that has been collected at the workshop by
the participafls ,is used in these skills sessions. As in

the classro situation there is no substitute for the use

of real date Ji making the learning of skills relevant. In

thetWeather Predictions unit some skills sessions and subse-
quent work by participants are based on weather data gathered

'from newspapers prior to the workshop. Since weather fore-

casting is based on accumulated data, it is important that
the staff make sure that this information is available at the

workshops. In classes, students can collect the' information
for themselves and gl-adually build up the mAessary store of
information, or they can go to the library and collect past

data In other units, the workshop participants can ea'sily
gather their own data within the time allotted for unit group

work.

The content of most of these,skills sessions is covered

t in Background Papers and workshop staff can base their see-

, sions on this material. The chart on page 46 of this book

lists possible skills sessions and sources of information

for Conducting each session.

Teachers at USMES-run workshops have often indicated

that they would like more skills sessions than come up in

group work on, the challenge. During long workshops some

tiMe can be devoted near the end of the workshp to extra

skills ses'sions. These sessions afford the opportunity for
participants to learn about skills that often arise in units

other than the one(s) they are working on.

In addition to participating in skills sessions whire

they work on the adult challenge, participants spend a short

time at the end of each day in listing all the skills and

concepts that came up during the day's work. Experience has

shown that this is an effective way ot illustrating the range
of learning that takes place in the course of real problem

solving. The list is expanded and methods for teaching
skills and concepts are further explored when the grtup
begins to focus on how children respond to the challenge --
the children they work with at the workshop, the children
they see in videotapes of classt activities, and the children

they read about in the edited logs found in the resource

books.

Participants also discuss the chart and list

of skills and concepts found at the back of the resource

books. Possible uses for the chart are discussed eitSer in

the unit groups or in a special session on the written re-

sources. For example, the chart has been used for document-

ing both class experiences and individual student experiences.

.in Various USMES units. Sample copies of a bllpic Class
.4.
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Experience Chart and Student Experience Chart which have
been used by USMES teachers are available from the central

office.

Preparing For USMES Work In The Classroom

Sometime near the middle of the workshop the emphasis
shifts from work on an adult challenge to preparation for
classroom work on the unit, although some time is still
spent on the adult challenge throughout the balance of the

workshop. The teacher's role when students are involved in
real problem-solving work is Considerably different from his
or her role when other learning activities are going on.
The teacher, has certain responsibilities that must be carried
out to ensure that students derive the maximum benefit from
their real problem-solving work. The resource books spell
out these responsibilities by stating that the teacher

should:
A

1. Introduce the challenge in a meaningful
way that not only allows the children to
relate it to their particular situation
but also opens up general avenues of
appr6ach.

2. Act as a coordinator and collaborator.
Assist, not direct individuals or groups
of students as they investigate differ-
ent aspects of the problem.

3. Hold USMES sessions ae least two or
three times a week so that the children
have a chance to become involved in the
challenge and carry out in in-depth in-/

vestigations.

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary
for hands-on work in the classroom or
make arrangements for the children to
work in the Design Lab.

5. Be patient in letting the children make
their own mistakes and find their own

way. Offer assistance or point out
sources of help for specific information,.
such as the "How To" only when a

child reaches the poi t of frustration
in his approach to the problem.

6. Provide frequent opportunities for group
reports and student exchanges of ideas in

class discussions. In most cases, stu-
dents will,.through'their own critical

0 0
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examination, improve on their procedures
or set new directions in their investi-
gations.

7. ti necessary, ask appropriate questions
to stimulate the student's thinking so
that he or she will increase the depth
of the investigations or the analysis of
the data.

The workshop provides participants with the opportunity
to not only discuss, but also practice this new role. Par-

ticipants should work directly with children if at all pos-

sible. A staff member who has worked with the unit usually
takes the lead the first day in introducing the challenge to

ir

the children. However, participants are urged to work with

il

groups of children on certain aspects of the problem, or at
the very least on their own unit investigations in the same
room with the children. Experience has shown that partici-
pants also learn a great deal by watching children work in
the Design Lab on various construction activities.

g

j
Wotking with children at a workshop is admittedly arti-

ficial in some ways. However, the advantages outweigh the
artificiality of the situation. The more practice partici-
pants have at the workshop in discussing a real problem with
children and in working with them on possible solutions, the
easier it is for them to take on the same role in the class-
room. The biggest problem in working with children at a
workshop is that there is seldom enough time for the children
to follow through on all of.stheir ideas. It wouldbe ideal
for students involved in the workshop if their classes could
begin work on the challenge immediately following the work-

shop.

After each session with children the group critiques
theession; this often stimulates a discussion of the
teacher's role and problems of classroom managements. Occa-

sionally participants hesitate to criticize the efforts of
others in the group.. Therefore it is helpful to watch and
critique videotapes of activities in trial classes, espe-
cially those videotapes which show,class discussions and
teachers working with several small groups of children. ,

Talking with the staff teachers who have worked with USMES
in their own classrooms is dhother way for participants to
gain insight into ways to solve problems that may arise in
the classroom situation. '

In many Cases the fears of participants gradually vanish
as they work with children at the workshop and subsequently
in the classroom. Most report that the interest and persis-
tence of their children in working out a solution to the pro-
blem have overcome many of the discipline and managemtnt pro-
blems they had anticipated.
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Familiarization With USMES Resources

USMES resources for,glassroom work fall into two catego-

ries: 1) tools and materials for certain hands-on activities,
and 2) written resources for both students and teachers. in

some schools, tools and equipment are kept in a room called

the Design Lab. Design Lab tools and supplies are also kept
in a corner of a classroom, or on a cart that moves from n_om
to room and serves as a portable Design Lab.

USMES students use the Design Lab tools and materials to
construct measuring instruments, test equipment, gadgets,
scale models, etc., as the need for them arises. Thus work-

ing in a Design Lab is an important part of a teacher's pre-
paration for classroom work on real problem solving. In

general, workshop participants learn about the Design Lab
concept by:

1. working with Design Lab tools and materials
as the need arises in the course of their
work on the adult challenge;

2. working in the Design Lab with children as
they become engaged in construction work
as part of theif investigations of the
challenge

3. attending.a short introduction to the
Design Lab;

4. participating in sessions focused on the
use of specific tools;

%WV

5. participating in special sessions for
, persons responsible for Design Lab opera-

tion and maintenance.

Details on the above are.found laterin this section under
"Running a Design Lab at an USMES Workshok""(pages 39-41).

USMES written resources are distributed to participants
at workshops after they have"worked for a day or two on the

adult challenge. This slight delay emphasizes the effective-
ness of learning byAoing before learning by reading. The

purpose and the content of the var ous resources -- the USMES
Guide, Teacher Resource Books for t e various units, "How To"
Cards, Background Papers and the Design Lab Manual -- are
thotoughly explored at the workshop. Special sessions may be.
scheduled for this purpose, with further discussions in unit
groups as the need arises for a specific resource. The de-

scriptions of the USMES Guide, "How To" Cards;and Background
Papers found in the Preface of each Teacher Resource Book
are adequate for use in these sessions. However, some points

31
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that should be covered in a discussion about Resource Books

follow:

1. The first section includes a description

r of the overall USMES philosophy with par-
ticulaT emphasis on the nature of real
problem solving and the classroom strategy
which is effective in promoting good pro-

blem solving work by the students.

2. The second section includes general papers

on the specific unit. If a teacher has
already taught another USMES unit, he or

she need to read onlY this section before
introducing the chal1en6 to the class.

The papers include:

a) An overview of possible unit work
plus details on prerequisite skills,
if'any, needed by students before
starting the unit.

b) Information on work that primary
children can accomplish in search-
ing for a solution to the challenge.

c) A description of the classroom
strategy which includes documenta-
tion from classes which have
encountered certain pitfalls in

working on the unit. I ,

d) A flow chart and composite log
showing one way in which in-depth
investigations can take place.

3. The third section is the documentation

section. 12ited logs of the work in a

variety of sge-level classes are included.

.
For easy reference, each log is preceded
by a brief abstract of the class work on

the challenge. '.
,

4. The fourth section contains lists of "How

To" Cards and Background Papers relevant
to the unit; an annotated bibliography of

other resources is also included.

..

(".--Y

For quick reference d ring the year, the

skills and concepts charts are included

at the end of the resource books as an

Appendix.



Understanding USMES Philosophy

Only about five percent of the time at a 5-day 6rk-
shop is spent in sessions devoted exclusively to the USMES

philosophy. Much of the rationale for real problem solving

as a viable mode of learning is examined in the context of

other activities --working on the adult challenge, working

with children, discussing USMES resources, and discussing the

place of USMES in the total school program.

A brief description of real problem solving is given in

the opening session of the workshop so that the participants

will be able to put the-workshop activities in context; the

slide/tape show mayle used for this purpose. Further dis-

cussioAs of the impoqance of the challenge and the teacher's

role 1.11 USMES work take place in unit groups. If a more

formal dissertation on USMES philosophy is desired, videotapes
are available of speeches and panel discussions on the pur-

pose and effectiveness of real problem solving in the class-

room. QueStion and answer periods often follow the viewing
of these videotapes and are also scheduled at other times

during the workshops. If a question and answer period is

scheduled fairly early in the workshop (but after partici-

pants have had some experience working on the adult challenge

and working with children) the staff may gain insight into

the particular aspects of USMES and the workshop that may be

bothering the participants. For example, obtaining admini-

strative support for the program was the overriding concern

at one woricshop. A subsequent invitation to the principals

of the schools involved tb attend some of the workshop
sessions helped alleviate this concern.

Place Of USMES In The Total School Program

In short workshops some time should be spent on dis-

cussing the ways in which real problem solving can be worked

into the school schedule; various aspects of the problem may

come up in special sessions on written resources or during

unit group discussions. It can be pointed.out at these times

that:

1. Children can learn many new skills and
concepts quickly in the course of their

work on real problems. A great deal of

practice on these skills and others will

also take place. This practice is espe-
cially effective in the context of real
problem solving because children are
using the skills in a practical way.

2. By planning the school day around work that
4s undertaken in response to an USMES chal-
lenge children can learn a great variety of

5
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things and still utilize the most effec-
tive method for learning each specific

thing. For example, children may learn
certain skills best while involved in
real problem solving, while other skillq

may be learned best in other learning

modes. Since all activities in USMES are
student-initiated in response to a chal-
lenge, planning for teaching skills and

concepts must be flexible. Each unit

resource book contains charts which iden-

tify the skills and concepts that may
arise during work on that unit. Teachers

can use these charts to plan their teach-
ing program, postponing until the end of

the year the teaching of skills that may

come up in real problem solving. At that

time, skills that have not already been
learned during the time spent on the USMES
challenge(s) may bt taught in a more tra-

ditional way.

3. A further integratidn of learning activi-

ties can take place when activities which
may lead into, supplement, or utilize USMES

work are scheduled at the most appropriate
time (preceding, concurrent with, or follow-

ing the USMES activities). A volume called

the Curriculum Correlation Guide is currently

being compiled by the USMES staff which will
identify Vays in which activities that are
included in standard textbooks and other
curriculum materials may be effectively
intertwined with work on the various chal-

lenges.

At the workshop some time can be spent in becoming
familiar with the content of the Curriculum Correlation
Guide and finding ways to apply the information contained

in the guide to the curriculum being utilized in the schools.

Teachers and administrators at several schools are cur-
rently documenting the intensive use of USMES by the majority

of the teachers and students ietheir buildings. These USMES

model program schools are working on correlating USMES with

other subject areas and dealing with management issues such

as scheduling, financing, student assessment, and training

and use of school and community personnel. The documentation

will provide the basis for new,resource materials which di-

rectly address çhe question of working USMES into the total

school program
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If the workshop runs for 8 to 10 days, participants can
usually work with two unit challenges. This is especially

desirable since some challenges, like the Manufacturing or
Advertising ones, may come up during the course of adult or

student work on another unit. However, if work on two units

is scheduled during the workshop, about 5 days should be

spent on the first challenge so that in-depth investigations
in response to the adult challenge and several sessions with

children can take place. After this experience, a second
unit can be adequately covered in a shorter period of time.
If possible when working on the second adult challenge indi-
vidual participants should carry out a different type of in-
vestigation from the one attempted during work on the first

challenge. For example, conducting a second survey would not

help a participant learn new skills as much as carrying out

another type of investigation.

"At shorter workshops, participants can be introduced to

other unit challenges'by the participants working on these

units. The different unit groups can run miniworkshops of
11/2 to 2 hours duration sometime near the end of the workshop.

Experience 1.1s shown that the planning for these miniwork-
shops provides a good opportunity for the participants to re-

view their work and reinforce their learning. As the word

miniwoxkshop implies, the units are introduced by having
participants engage in hands-on work on the challenge pre-

-ented, in addition to any general discussion of the unit

that may take place: If there is not sufficient time for
miniworkshops to take place, participants in the unit groups

can present their finding& to the others at a plenary session.

Display boards and slide shows :are other methods that ,

can be utilized to convey information on a variety of chal-

lenges to the participants. In addition, specific skills

that may arise in "other" units.may.be covered during general
skills sessions near the end of longer workshops.
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PLANNING USMES WORKSHOPS: A CHECKLIST FOR WORKSHOP COORDINATORS

The information contained in this section is intendqd
to assist you in setting up your workshop. It is our befief

that if these things.are done before the workshop date yon
. will have a smooth operation.

"Workshop Location

Opetermine at least three weeks before the workshop date

where thvtraining will take place. Set up the area just as

you would during the actual workshop; and if you have time,
do a "dry-run" of workshop activities in order to determine

what else is needed. It seems we never miss things like

sinks, waste receptacles., electrical outlets, etc., urdil

we need them.

Workshop Staff

Identify your workshop staff early, and, if it is pos-

sible, please let your staff know where they will be working

by going over the physical plant with them. This is neces7

sary in order to prevent the "last minute demands" from staff

which result from lack of familiarity with the work space.

Have each staff member give you a list of supplies he/
she anticipates needing, a general outline of the kinds of

( unit activities that will take place each day, and a-signed,
) agreement which includes the hours of work, the amount of 'pay

they will receive for the work (including report writing,
attendance at staff meetings, etc.) and any information
needed to process payment (address, social security number,
etc.).

Workshop Coordinating Committee 1

Select a group of people whom you can count on to help -

you coordinate the workshop. This group should be ia on

every detail of the workshdp planning snd should meet fre-
quently before and during the workshop in girder to plan for

each and every possible workshop situation. This group

should consist of three'to fiye'people, plus yourself,.

Staff Meetings

Be sure'that each staff member understands that,hisAter
attendanca is expected at each staff,meeting--before, during
and after thewqrkshop daie. Lsdt each member have a list qf

the staff meeting,times prior to hib/her gigning an employ-
ment agreement With yokl.

..wej

s. tj
-4(
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Arrange a meeting place at dr as nearby the wbrkshop

site as possible. It is awfully important that the staff

not travel too far a ay from the workshop site to staff

,-,meetings. There is mental lassitude that accompanies the

physical latitude. herefore, it is important to try to

keep the staff near the wor)(shop sitean one oP the unit
rooms, if possible..

Runner for Workshop 10.

,

,The person selected to go for immediate purchases shouid

not be a meniber .df the workshop staff--and definitely not
pert of.the administratAve staff, because these people will

have enough to do. This person should'h,e-someone who,knows'

the area, has access to a Car, and is reliable. We have had

. success with teenagers. Since this person will have to be

paid, you should make allowances.for this in your budget.

Secretarial Assiseance for,the,Workshop

Secretarial asaistance is vitall3; important in-running
i

a workthop. Getsomeone committed to the job early; this
4 person ca make oil br ak a good workshop. :au need him/her

for answ ing'the pho e, typing newy notes and reports, copy-

ing, etc1 The lack of a good secretary can really hinder you.

Children for the Workshop

Having children for participants to work with on USMES

,units is dssential to a goo'd workshop.' Try*to contract with

a day 4chool or a local public school for children. Maybe

one of the workshop participants cobld encourage his/her

class to sattend.

Select someone who will have pie responsibijity for
meeting and dismissingithe children each day,they are present.
Once thi,&person has been selected, you might also atsign him

or her the responsibility for purchasing and distributing the

treats for the children (e.g., candy bars, fruits popsicles).

Have each unit group give you the name of the staff
teacher who will be responsible for picking up and returning
the children to the person who is taking overall responsi7

bility for the students., ,

Date-of Workshop

Let everyone involved know the workshop dates as sodn as ,

they aSe fixed. The sooner they aEe fixed the sooner people--

.
both staff- and particpants will start to arrange their personal

calendars to accommodate this time blotk. And once the dates

.4 ()
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,

have been publicly Announced, please do not allow them to be
changea. Change the workshop site, staff, unit presentations.,
etc., but do not change the dates. People are often more
committed to dates than they'are td'people and thinge--espe-
cially when we are talking about time frame commitments ;hat
are to be made by large numbers of people,

Pre-Workshop Information for Staff and Participants

Send each staff and each participanta copy of the ten-
tative agenda (including dates, times and location) as soon
as it is possible in order that each will know what to expect.
Also, invite the staff and participants to suggest changes to
improve the agenda. By doing this,teach person is encouraged

to participate #1,..the productive effort af the workshop.
NEVER prepare an-Tron-clad agenda; it will surely blow up in

your face.

Send each staff a copy of the resource book for the unit

he or she will be teaching. If possible, send along a copy ofl

Preparing People for USMESC An Implementation Resource Book
as well, or at least copies of the sections on key elements in

USM$S workshops add strategies for covering them.

Travel Arrangements and Accommodations
for Out-of-Town Workshop Staff and/or 14,articipants

If your workshop staff and participants are local, the
matter of travel and accommodations becomes a moot point.
However, if yOu plan to have some'out-of-towners participate
in this workshop it will become necessary that-you arrange
lodging for them that is central for after-workshop enter-

tainment. It is also necessary that you arrange to have

-these people picked up .1nd -delivered--te-and from--the-work-

shop site. (Don't try to do this yourself, because you will

have enough to ao just trying to keep On top of all of'those

things you were not able to plan for.)

Check with out-of-town participants and'staff also to

be sur* that their travel arrangements to and from the air-
ports, grain stations, etc are being cared for. This is

not your responsibility; it is just'a courtesy.

/etty Cash

4ron,ahould have Apie money filpurchase consumable mate-
rialia foi:ihe,yeaign 'Lai 04:.t1jAuniti-that you plan to run.
A/gob&-,inl.e-(07thumb..te/11414..$.5P-Per day. per 'Participant.

,Let g*..agaif:know-,belox,e^tItay Meef-With 6e participants

,just'llOw mu-civitionV'tiley ,!taie'to.sPend. -;tilis way, the,pro-

:.hlema reaniging.fiqrknee4fig ca-10,..ro.thi/pOrteipants"--and

staff's as well.as-,theadminOtOtii*..n*Orn.^-

-',- It 41ghtbe^ a good. i&a, 4,0i.e..tite;pepii-Cash 0.-Some-.

'one alwand i#8.tryip k4P.: Wyou'isetf. _ -0.3

.

,
A , , .. ,.-

.
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Materials for Workshdp Participants,

The supplies for the Design Lah and the unit resource
materials should be on hand on the first day of the workshop.
How and when these materials are distributed is, 4 course,
left up to th4s2off, but have them there for them when they
are needed.

All of *he workshop participants should have one copy

of the following:

1. Workshop Agenda
2. Participant List
3. Unit Room List

.4. Diagram of the Workshop Area (map)
5. Workshop Questionnaire (when appropriate)

6. List of USMES Resource Personnel in the Area

*7. USMES Brochure
*8. Design Lab Brochure

**9. USMES Guide
**10. Teacher ReSourc.9. Book of their unit

**11. "How To" Cards('
**12. BackgrouN1 Papers
**13. Design Lab Manual

*14. USMES Newsletter
Reprints.of recent USMES news'articles

*Available free of charge from USMES Central Office
**T9 be ordered from USMES Central Office; optional as to who
will purchase these -- participants or schools or district

Other items which may be of interest to participants
linclude_Evaluations of USMES: A General Report, the prelimi-
.nary,edition of the Curriculum Correlation Guide, and the map
aria list of schools, districts, educational institutions, and
personnel:throughout the nation involved in USMES. Contact

the USMES tentral Office concerning the gvailability of these
materials. -

Workshop phones, typewriters, etc.

You should have access to a phone to make the necessary
workshop business calls, typewriters to do the necessary
clerical services, and a VTR to do videotaping and playback,
if desired. 4,
Participant List and Information Sheets

Assign someone to be responsible for collecting parti-
cipant lists from unit groups and distributing and collecting
participant information sheets which include name, address,

School, grade level and any'Other information needed.

37
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Sessions for Principala

Although you may not have a formal and detailed agenda
for the principals, it is'imperative that you set aside some
time during the workshop for them to visit and talk with

their teachers. In this way, the teachers will be able to

: directly aak their principals those questions which will
surely arise as a result of teacher training sessions like
these; it will also give pie principals an opportunity to
;see what is going on.

Staff-Participant Sooial

A tilde' should be prOposed to the staff and participants
to hold a social where they can spend some informal time to-
gether. The sooner, the ,better. Say, second or third evening.

Publicity for the Workshop

Call the district's public information officer to report
the impending workshop including a description of USMES and

the USMES program in your,area. You might follow this up

with other materials and articles on USMES.

Creature Comforts at Workhop

Please plan for the creatioi-comforts for the partici-

pants. '

- Will the toilet facilities be adequate and

cleanl
- Will there be coffee and rolls? Who will

make the coffee and purchase the rolls?
Will- the- -coffeehe-made_ iz r imPo9

- What lunch facilities will be required?
- Will smoking be allowed? Where?

- Will the participants have access to
telephones? Where?

- Will the participants have access to office

machines and will there be enough supplies
(i.e., ditto paper and masters, etc.)?

4
A Final Word

Delegate as much of this work as possibleespecially
during the workshopbecause you will have all you can
handle just trying to keep pn top of all of those things

for which you can never plan.

4
%.4



RUNNING-A DESIGN LAB AT AN USMES WORKSHOP

The following several pages describe the key elements
involved in operating a Design Lab at an USMES workshop for
teachers. USMES Design Labs are usually staffed with one
Design Lab staff member for.every 25 to 30 participants.
Additional staff may be required if Design Lab managers are
to be trained at the same workshop; one or two staff for this
purpose is usually sufficient. See the section on training
Design Lab managers (pages 61 to 76) for more information on
conducting manager training workshops.

Setting Up a Workshop Design Lab

1. All material ordered for the workshop should be
delivered at least 3 days prior to the beginning
of the workshop.

2. Tri-Wall should be otdered at least a month in
advance.

3. A Viorkshop lab shoUld be large enough to accoAno-
date at least a ttlird of the workshop participants
at one time. (A M x 40' or 30' x 60' room is a '

good size.)

4. When a large room is not svailable, two smaller
rooms should be used.

5. Ideally, there should be four double plug elec-

trical outlets in a lab.

6. When possible, old tables or workbenches should
be used in a lab due to the possible rough usage.

7. A "runner" or "go-for" (a high school student,
etc.) with a car, is often useful for gathering
needed supplies for the Design Lab and unit groups.

Design Lab Introduction Sessions

Design Lab staff often introduce the lab by showing the
Design Lab slide/tape show. The presentation takes about ten
minutes and covers many of the important elements of the USMES
Design Lab concept.

When the Design Lab slide/tape show is not available or
when a more'personal approach is desired, a short introductory
session might be held in the lab or Design Lab staff might
make presentations to individual unit groups in their own
rooms.

39
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The Design Lab brochure can be handed out to partici-

pants during either type of introductory session. The

brochure gives participants a handy reference to the Design

Lab that they can take away with therp.

In addition to a brief review of the major aspects of
the Design Lab concept that are covered in the Designj.ab
slide/tape show and brochure, the following key points should

be included in any introductory session:

1. The importance of cbildren using the lab when
the need arises in the 'course of their unit

work. Design Lab work As not required until
a need for it has been identified.

2. The importance of a continual emphasis on
safety. Mention should be made of Design Lab

safety record. There has never been a serious
accident in a Design Lab for as long as USMES

has been in existence.

3. The importance of not feeling you have to be

an expert with tools.

4. The importance of soliciting help from lab
managers, teachers, andochildren in scrounging
tools add materials.

The Design Lab Manual and Supplement are the most com-
plete source of information on.USMES Design Labs and should

be referred to for assistance.

Design Lab Skills Sessions

Skills sessions focus on descriptions of how to use the

tools in the Design -1.a-K -Mere are two ways:that this has

been done at variousUSMES workshops. Both methods can make

use of the Design Lab "Hqy To" Cards to familiarize the par-

ticipants with ways that adults and children can learn about

the tools and materials inthe lab.

One method for doing skills sessions might be called a

lecture/demonstration. 'Nis type of skills session is usually

done by one person who explains the use and gives ademonstra-
tion of many or all of the tools in the Design Lab.

P

The second method is less formal but requrres more than
one person to explain and demonstrate the,various tools. Irv°

this method, which might be called the stations approach, the
tools are divided up among -some number of areas or tables. ,

Participants move between the tables or areas as they wish.

This method because of its informality allows far more oppor-
tunity for participants to ask questions and to handle the
tools or try,a few simple procedures themselves.
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It is highly recommended that either Qf these methods
or some variation for skills sessions be done "live." However,
when it is not possible to conduct live skills .sessions on

tool use, videotapes are available which cover the use of
most tools.

Helping Participants in the Design Lab

A. Encouragement and assistance

1. Those participants who are unfamiliar with
tools will need a good deal of encourage-
ment and assistance in the lab. The Design
Lab "How To" Cards can be used to help par-
ticipants feel more comfortable working
with tools.

2. Having three or four children assigned to
the lab and working on various constructions
will help participants see what children can
do.

3. When unit g oups bring children to the lab,
the adult m bers'of ihe(group should be
helped with any technical problems that
arise as they work with children and they
should be encouraged to follow USMES philo-
sophy for working with children.

B. Safety - Design Lab staff needs to be constantly
alert for misuse of equipment. Both eyes and4ears
can detect problems. A first aid kit shoulicl be

handy. Attention should be paid particularly to:

1. Keeping aisles clear of scraps and extension
cords.

2. Preventing the lab from becoming so crowded
that participants cannot work safely.

Follarup to Workshop

Additional skills sessions are often helpful. These
sessions may be run by Design Lab staff at schools where
teachers feel a need for additional help with tools. These
sessions may be held after school, on half days, etc.
Design Lab staff should be available by phone or in Person
to answer questions on Design Lab issues ar technicaltpro-
blems that may arise.

4 r t
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EVALUATING AN USMES WORKSHOP
IA

The staff continually evaluates the workshop throughout
its duration. The questions raised by participant* in unit

group meetings, question and answer periods, or any of the
other workshop sessions provide valuable information on the
effectiveness of the workshop in meeting the participants'
needs. Comments and suggestions on this particular point
can also be solicited at various times throughout the work-
shop. Experience has shown Ehat short staff meetings every
day or two provide a good opportunity for sharing observa-
tions Of the strengths and weaknesses of the specific work-
shop format being utilized. Additional meetings or sessions
on different topics may be scheduled in response to the ex-
pressed or perceived needs.

Participants are also usually asked to fill out a ques-
tionnaire at the end of the workshop. The questionnaire pro-
vides the teachers with an opportunity to comment on their
experiences at tho workshop, their plans for using USMES in
their classrooms, and their preferences on items to be covered
in follow-up inservice sessions. A sample questionnaire,is
included on the next several pages.



SAMPLE

USMES WORKSHOP QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Workshop Paiticipant: I

I

We need your reactions and preferences in order to better
evaluate this five-day workshop and to plan future ones.
Pleade fill in your responses and return to the office before

i
he end of the workshop. Thank you!

1. Which unit did you woTk with?

2. When do you plan to introduce the unit challenge to your
/

class? -

1

3. Do you feel the workshop prepared you adequately to intro-
duce the challenge to your class?

Yes
e
No

4. What problems, if any, do you expect to encounter doing
the unit with your class?

43
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'es

5. Was the total amount of time spent in the workshop acti-

vities listed below too much, too little, or just about

the right amount? If you feel that no time should be

spent on a particular activity, please check the first

column.

a. Working on the
crallenge at-an
adult level.

b. Working in Design
Lab on adult
challenge.

4 ,Ac. Skills sessions in

unit groups

d. Working with chil-
dren on challenge.

e. Viewing videotapes
on unit activities

f. Design Lkb intro-

duction.

g. Discussion of
written resource
materials.

h. DiscussiOn of
USMES philosophy.

No tine.

lecessary

TO
much

Too

little

,Just about

right

.

e
,

1

,

6. Would yotklike to attend another workshop as a follow-up

to this one?

Yes No

7. What activities would you like to see ,covered in another

workshop? ,

\,

a. Work on unit challenge at the adult level.

b. Work with children on challenge.
c. Viewing videotapes on unit activities.

d. Math or science skills sèssions.
e. Design Lab skills sessions.
f. Discussion of written resource materials.
g. Discussion of USMES philosophy.
h. Discussion of ongoing USMES work in classrooms.

1.: Other (please specify)

Ati
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. 8. Other comments and suggestions:
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POSSIBLE SKILLS SESSIONS FOR WORKSHOPS

TOPICS

Techniques.of Surveying

- Design of questions\,

sample size, sample
composition, analysis,
reliability .

Analyzing Data

- Finding and using
the median

- Comparing ratios by
analyzing triangle
diagrams

- Making bar graphs,
histograms, line graphs,

scatter graphs

- Rounding off

- Comparing sets of data

Making 3-dimensional
pegboard graphs

Drawing Maps

Making scale drawingi

Mapping large areas

Measuring

'- Deciding which instru-
ment to use

- Converting measurements
from one unit to another

REFERENCES

\See Background Paper PS4

S'ee "How To" Cards, PS4, 5

See "How To" Card R1;
Background Papers R1, R2

See "How To" Cards GR1-6;
Backgrou4Papers GR4, 6, 7

("How To" Cards being written)

See "How To" Card GR7; Back-
ground Papers CR4, PS1, 5

See Background Paper GR5

ee "How To" Cards R2, 3;
Background Paper R3

(Background Paper being
written)

See "How To" Cards M1-16, G3

See "How To" ,Cards M9, 10

5 1.



Making Electrical Circuits

Series and parallel *.

- Troubleshoo ing

ecti

Analyzing Taste Tests

- Making confusion matrices
and drink difference maps

Simulation

Rope circles and Venn
diagrams

Design Lab Skills

Tool use

Classification and Categori-
zation

Keying and identification
of plants and animals

See "How To"
Background

See "How To"
Background

Cards EC10;

Papers EC1,9

Cards EC2,7,9;
Paper EC

See,"How To" Cards EC3

See Background Paper DP3

See Background Paper 5A2

7

See Desig Lab "How yo"

Cards

See Background Paper B3

5.2
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MAJOR iETIVITIES FOR A sAmint OF-WORKSHOP UNXT.GROITS1:

The lists On tisie folloWing pages indicate major activities

carried'out by adults and children id'a sample of workshop Lit,
.

4groups:

Advertising
Bicycle Transportation
Classroom Design
Consumer Research
Describing People

Manufacturing

Pedestrian grossings/
a fic Flow. .

Play, Area DesigA and Use

Protecting Property/
(Burglar Alarm Design)

SO-ft Drink Design

The particular unit group activitie described took place

at the USMES Resource Team Workshop held'at University of

California at Santa Cruz, June 24-July 5, 1974. Participhnts

spent four days working on'a unit, including two one-and,-a

half hour sessions with children. The lists include activities

related to two key elements: (1) experiencing real prOblem

soliving by working on an adult challenge and (2) preparing for

USMES work in the classroom by working with children. The

other key elements were covered in much the same way for all

unit groups,so they are not included in the lists.

or.
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A

Advertising

Experiencing real problem solVing by,worting on an adult challenge

49-

, Challenge.: Find the best.way to advertise a product or an idea you want to promote.

discussed unit challenge
- listed possible products' or services needing advertising (e.g. ,jtMES workshops,

4th of .luly barbecue, work of other unit groups, improving book store hours or
getting participants to mix more id evening)

dividesA up into three gro*ups

- first group went to work with Play Area lesign participants on advertising their
recreational activities

- second group went to work with Manufacturing participants on advertising "How To"
Card holders' \

- third group worked.on ideas for testing ways to advertise a new product
- first and sdcond groups,examined needi, then joined forces to adyertise Play Area

Design group's recrptional activities, designed advertising stfategies and dis-
tribution mode

- third group went-to Banana Joe's to work on advertising for a new product; designed
advertising campaign for cantaloupe a la mode which Banana Joe's served as a '

special item -

- discussion of advertisfng strategies (posters on walls, patios, and walkways, dis-
tribution ofballoons with written messages, additions to daily news notes, etc.)

4

Preparing for USMES work in the classroom by woiking with' children

-Challenge: .Design advertising pimpaign fof school or community events Coming up

that could be promoted so that more people would attend.

- discussed unit challenge with children
libted coming events on the board (4th of July fireworks show, Tuesday fiela,trips

to Creative Candle FactOry, Staff of Lifd bread factory, stAined glass window
factory, train.trip to Frembnt, Oakland Museum, school fair, schoolbarbecue

picnic)
A

- divided up into groups of interest anld brainstormed ways to adveriipe evenfs by
means of notes, invitations, flyers, models, posters, billboards, radio, video-

tape, word-of-mouth, announcements fn'classes
- group went to Design Lab for tools and,materials (paper, pencils, tagboard, rulers,

felt penrrscissOrs, glue) to design advertisements .

- group worked on a variety of promotional'materials and strategies (posters made of

Tri-Wall,*, ditto flyers, bullhorn for announcementsjsskits, individual tags with

name and date, poster with a flashlight bulb on Opht hdd,battery hOlder and bell
taped on back, cassette tape with train sound effect and announcement overla

- discussed and decide on best ways to pdvertise, best placep,to advertise, and

- follow up discression/planning occurred among adult particip-gnts on classroom and

Design Lab management, questioned what strategies to-use.

A

*Because Tri-Wall was the most readily available brand of three-layered cardboara at

the time the projecl began, USMES has used it at workshops and in sdhools; conse-
quently, references to Tri-Wall can be found throughout USMES materials. There are

several other brands'of three-layered cardboard available and the'addresses of the

companies that supply three-layered caldboard can be found in the Design tab Magna], 4

,
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Consumer Research

A

Experiencing realrproblem solving by working on an adult challenge

NChallenge: Determine which brand of a product is the best buy for a certain purpose.

- discussed unit challenge .

- divided up into three groups (plastic wraps, mouth wash, and potato chips)
- plastic wrap group: investigated four brands of plastic wraps (Glad. Saran,

Stretch and Seal, and Kitchen Craft) to determine which was the best buy for
maintaining freshness; designed apparatus to test strength, all but Saran Wrap
were equal in strength (Saran Wrap weaker); design apparatus to test adhesive
properties, results showed all had same adhesive properties; results of tests

.. compiled,dila presented graphically; conducted survey to determine which brand
consumers preferred before and after learning test results, survey results showed

others preferred before, Stretch,and Seal preferred after; analyzed results of survey z
graphed findings; stored wrapped fvods 48 hours, found all wraps maintained freshness

- potato chip group: acquired samples of brands of chips; cobpared cost and weight of
large and small bags; charted information; set up surveys to find out preferred
brands using these criteria: appearance, smell, taste, uniformity of size, and
greasiness; graphed survey results on line and bar graphs; discussed findings;
designed and built instrumenfs in Design Lab for testing chips for strength;
graphed strength test results

- mouth wash group: selected five brands of mouth wash (Scope, Lis'terine, Micrin,
Lavoris, and Cepacol); set up survey to determine number from random sample who
chose mouth wash for aroma, apwarance, and taste; tested mouth wash for best buy,,

most popular; taste tested mouih wash for effectiveness; results tallied,
analyzed, and presented graphically; results showed Scope.highest in price, most
popular and Listerine least expensive, least popular

Preparing for USMES work in the classroom by working with4Children

Challenge: Determine which brand of squirt gun is the best buy.

- discussed unit challenge'with.the children
- children discussed items they purchased for themselves; decided to investigate

squirt guns

- discussed price, quantity of water held, distance water travelled, size, and con-
venience

conducted "squirt tests" to compare length of stream of water; measured distances
with tape measure

- nOted differences between squirt guns of diffefent sizes and guns of the same size
discussed findings, different reasons given as to which gun was the best
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Describing People

Challenge: Find the best information to put in a description so that a person can
be quickly and easily identified.

Experiencing real problem solving by working on an adult challenge

- discussed unit challenge
- listed characteristics of group leader present for beginning of session only;

compared de tions with leader when he returnedAl
- listed and discul ed characteristics '
- divided into four groups to list most important characteristics discussed

completed and listed cUaracteristics common to all four lists; discussed remaining
characteristics and agreed on a final list (sex, race, height, weight, body
build, hair, noticeable characteristics, and age)

- divided into groups and surveyedworkshopparticipants on different characteristics
one group interviewed 25 males, 20 females asking,for height and weight, classify-

ing build on scale of 1 to 5 (thin, average, stocky, plump, obeae), analyzed
data; results showed no correlation between height and weight or height and
build and some correlation between weight and build in specific individuals in
relation to height

- another group surveyed 20 people to find out their choice of most important char-
acteristics; extended survey to large sample and found hair, build, facial
characteristics, and height most often chosen*

Preparing for USMtS work in the classroom by working with children

- discussed unit challenge with.children
- listed characteristics of one of the group leaders
- discussed most important parts of a person to describe such as hair, clothes, eyes,

and size
- played sit-down game
- group leadei from another unit came in and grabbed some candy; children were asked

to describe the "robber"

- divided up into four groups and made a list of characteristics, came together and

compared lists and agreed upon one description
- students began to search for candy robber who had changed clothes and gone to

Design Lab

- found two suspects; went through agreed-upon description to see which one best fit

- picked out most important characteristics in des4viption and identified robber*

- students got together into pairs and traced each other on large white paper,
colored in hair, eyes, mouth and clothing; discussed similarities and differences

- adults discussed working with various age levels; made suggestions for doing unit

with very young children

*Note: Adults and children might try to determine whi.ch three characteristics were
most effective in describing a person. Theymight also determine the number

7 of characteristics needed for identification in most cases.
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Manufacturing

Experience real problem solving by working on an adult ,challenge

Challenge: Produce in quantity an item that is needed.

- discussed unit challenge
- broke up into groups tO brainstorm possibilities, decided to manufacture "How To"

Card holders ,

- discussed how to make card holders (design, materials, sAe)
- sketched designs for building prototypes

adjourned to Design Lab to build prototypes out of Tri-Wall and heavy wire

shared ideas on prototypes and showed models
- discussed division of labor, management, marketing

- began productiqp of "How To" Card holders in Design Lab, completed cut,t-Az!gzof

Tri-Wall

- compieted assembling "How To" Card holders
skills sessions held on marketing prices, marketing process, and production process

Preparing for USMES in the classroom by working with children

Challenge: Find the best way to make a quantity of bike safety flags.

- discussed unit challenge with children

- discussed parts of bike safety flag (flag, pole, and fasteners)

- suggested materials for flag (plastic, cloth), for fastening flag to pole (tape,

glue, sewing, staples), for pole (wooden sticks, plastic rods, fishing pole),

for fastening pole to bike (tape, screws, C-clamp)

discussed size shape, dimension of flag, and length of pole

- drew sketches of safety flag, with three general shapes emerging

- reached a compromise on design for flag and pole

- discussed how to manufacture in quantity for students in group; suggested assembly

line with different people do4.ng different tasks such as: measuring and cutting

flaps, assembly or attachment of flag to pole, fixing or making clampsAr pole,

individuals making designs on flag

- suggested making a pattern for'the flag so that each flag would be the same

- went to Design Lab to see what materials were availakde, found 1/4" doweling but

only in 4' lengths
- checked various bikes and found 4' length was sufficient on only a few bikes, most

bikes needed longer pole
- divided up into four groups to work on producing flags

"pattern" group worked on cutting out model, placing model on material and tracing

the pattern
"fastening flag to pole" group worked on a variety of methods, using glue, staples,

tape, needle and thread
Vattaching two short poles together" group worked on many different methods:'using I

1- tape, putting dowels into plastic tubes, drilling a hole in end of each dowel .

and using a nail to fasten them followed by a plastic tube, using last method

but applying hot glue before plastic tube
- "attaching pole to bike" group worked on clamping pole to bike using a set of ,

clamps and screws
- groups came together to share reports op their activities
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Pedestrian Crossings/Traffic Flow

Experiencing real problem solving_by working on an adult challenge

Challenge: Investigate pedestrian and vehicular traffic patterns at an intersection
and crossing nd make recommendations for alternatives.

discussed unit challenge
- broke up into groups, and investigated two sites: intersections near West Lake

School and in downtown Santa Cruz near pier
- West Lake group: interviewed residents as to problems; tallied cars that failed

to come to a full stop at intersection; interviewed children for awareness of
problems; and made sketch of area

- pier group: interviewed pedestrians as to problems; took pedestrian crossing
times; tallied pedestrian and vehicular traffic

- groups came together and presented findings; decide to work together on West Lake
School intersection

- worked at intersection: made observations (cars did not come to full stop at
intersection, children had to walk on poor sidewalks, had to cross a major
intersection, had difficulty in getting to side of street school was located on);
collected measurement data at intersection (distance from curb to curb); sketched
intersection for mapping; interviewed teachers as to the number of accidents in
the area, probleMs observed at intersection, childrep's awareness of problems in
the area; and timed and tallied s.topping patterns of qaga.

- formed subgroups and made measuring instruments in the Desigp Lab (trundle wheel),
scale maps, and refined interview techniques and questions

skills session given on scale drawing and mapping
- analyzed data, graphed findings on number of cars stopping at intersection

Preparing for USMES work in the classroom by working with children

Challenge: Find ways to make the intersecfion at High and Bay Streets (near West
Lake School) safer for pedestrians.

- discussed unit challenge with children
- decided to interview residents about the problems, sketch area, count cars that

failed to stop at signs, measure distances, and measure crossing times for
pedestrians

- divided up.into 4 groups
interviewing group: discussed how,to go about gathering necessary data from resi-
dents (questioning tectiniques, reporting sheets, describing sample by sex, age
number of children in family), conducted interviews, revised questf6nnaire adding
.more objective questions, interviewed more residents

- first timing group: fimed cars passing through intersection using stop watches,
tallied number of cars and made observations, examined data, retimed and re-
tallied intervals between cars

- second timing group: worked on bow to determine amount of time it took cars to
stop at signs using stop watches, tape measures, and sketches, took measurements
using bicycle wheel with clicker attached as a trundle wheel

- mapping group: made sketches of area, took measurements for scale map
- groups met togetker to discuss problems: need for more information op the area

more time to gather data, interviews with more residents, more raw data on
vehicular traffic, more data on timing of cars

- contihued work in groups to correct problems
- adults and children compared data, recommended that stop light be installed;

enlist help of local police; brief children, parents, teacher, and principal
on problem ti I

- adults viewed videotapes of classes working on Pedestrian Crossings and Traffic Flow
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Play Area Design and Use

Experiencing reai problem solving by working on an adultt challenge

Challpnge: Improve the "workshop play area" in the Fireside Lounge/Crown Dining
Hall quad; design recreation program for workshop participants

discussed unit challenge
- investigated available recreational facilities and supplies

7 surveyed recreational activities desired by the participants

- analyzed survey questionnaire, weighting each response and computing a mean value

for each activity
- identified most popular activi.ties from survey: volleyball, sing-along, table tennis.

records and/or dancing
- organized most popular activities for workshop participants plus an evening of

games and races in quad
- enlisted help of Advertising group to advertise activities

Preparin for USMES in the classroom b workin with children

Challenge: Recommend and try to have changes made which would improve the design

or use of your school's play area.

- discussed unit challenge with children

- divided up into groups worked on equipment and games

- went to Design Lab and worked on model of slide equipment

- worked on measurements and approximations 'using tape measure, rulers

- interviewed other children about play area problems and needs

1
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Protecting Property (Burglar Alarm Design)

Challenge: Design and construct a container whichjts burglar-proof.

Experiencing real problem solving by working on an adult challenp

- discussed unit challenge
- divided into groups
- discussed designs and listed materials to be utilized (Tri-Wall, saber saw,

square, springs, outdoor masking tape, screws, glue gun, metal rod, batteries,
and bell)

worked in Design Lab constructing containers out of Tri-Wall'
- cut and glued Tri-Wall to form a rectangular shapeed box and added lid

worked on two alarm systems: first system'had a metal rod suspended within a
spring inside the container and both were connected to a bell and battery, so
that when the container was tilted the rod touched the spring and the alarm
went off; the second system had a spring attached to the lid and the interior
rear wall of the container so that when the lid was opened the spring stretched
and touched a contact point making the alarm go off

Preparing for USMES work in the Classroom by working with children

- discussed unit challenge with children
- divided up into groups to design model containers
- skills sessions given on Design Lab materials and tools
- first group: made a sketch of a bell and battery circuit system
- second.group: cut out Tri-WalI containers
- discussed wiring containers
- incorporated alarm systems into containers
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Soft Drink Design

Experiencing real problem solving by working on an adult challenge

Challenge: Make a soft drink which would be popular and produced ar a low cint.

- discussed unit challenge
- began making sample soft drinks

- planned taste test; discussed number and amount of soft drinks to be made for

initial test
discussed how final testing would be done; decided to bring in five other parti-

cipants to rank each finalist drink on a point scale

- conducted taste tests and identified preferred drink

- analyzed data to identify taste factors, worked on scatter graph to find data on

sugar amounts preferred
- "worked on predicting outcome of discrimination test for Coke, Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,

Shasta and Root Beer; completed discrimination test

- identified 'constants and variables

- made confusion matrices based on data
reissued challenge with modification "Make a new soft drink that will be popular

and can be made at a reasonable cost to be served at the barbecue"

- worked on developing oral survey poll on preferences,for carbonated or uncarhon-

ated; citrus, grape, pineapple or berry; sherbert & non-sherbert; wine or no

wine
- administered survey

discussed results and how to make the drink

- divided up into task forces (mixing, recipe, publicity, set up and decoration

groups)

made drinks for barbecue
discussed and carried out preparation for serving drinks

Preparing for USMES work in the classroom by working with children

Challenge: Make a new soft drink and differentiate between Pepsi and Coca Cola.

discussed unit challenge with children --

- divided up into two groups
- first group vorked on making a new soft drink using Kool-Aide, water and sugar;

taste tested drinks
second group worked on taste testing difference between Pepsi and Coca Cola

- adults discussed working with children, acceptance of challenge by students,
circumstance of involving students in new environment with strangers, what

students did, time constraints, and need for more students

4,2
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TRAINING DESIGN LAB MANAGERS

The training of Design Lab managers for individual
schools can best take place during a workshop for teachers

learning about USMES. The workshop environment provides not

only an understanding of how to work in a Design Lab but also,
time permitting, a chance to be prt of a unit group. The

experience of working with a unit group gives the lab manager
a greater understanding of what happens in the classroom when

USMES units are being worked on. Even when this unit train-

ing is not possible, the general workshop atmosphere provides

for a better understanding of USMES.

Design Lab manager training has been carried out at a

number of USMES workshops. Two-day training sessions for De-

sign Lab managers have also been held in the fall following'
district implementation workshops for teachers. Reports on two

such training sessions may be found in the Design Lab Supplement;

one of these reports is also included at the end of this section.

The training of Design Lab managers at USMES-run summer
workshops has been restricted because of the difficulty of
identifying potential managers before the school year begins.
It is especially difficult beCause managers are often para-
professionals who staff Design Labs part-time and for minimal

wages. School districts implementating USMES should not have
this difficulty because their workshops can be carried on
during the school year, after managers have been located.
The big problem willrstill probably be finding people to

staff the labs'. The staffing and scheduling sections in the

Ddsign Lab Manual may be helpful with this problem.

A problem may still exist, however, even with manager
training being held during the school year, if managers can-

,

not be found for all schools. It may be nec

1

ssary, therefore,

to follow the example set at USMES workshops and train USMES

teachers as Design Lab managers. These teachers agree to

take the responsibility for setting up the lab and handling

such things as scheduling, ordering, etc. It is not expected

that teachers will run the lab for other tlasses unless some

special release time.is made available. These teachers can,

however, train managers in their schools when they are located.

The key elements for Design Lab manager training sessions

are outline on page 63. Followingjithis are agendas for two-

day and four-day Design Lab manager training sessions; the-

agendas are based on USMES workshops that included manager
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training and separate two-day manager training workshops
mentioned above. A four-day manager training workshop is
required for adequate training. A two-day workshop may be
utilized when time is limited at a workshop or when Design
Lab managers or teacher/managers have only limited time at
a workshop for manager training.

Manager training sessions will vary in many ways and
these agendas should not be considered the only good format;
rather they contain pieces (the key elements) to be juggled
and put together by the personnel responsible for manager
training in the way that is most beneficial for their train-
ing purposes.

Following the agendas are discussions of the key elements
and strategies for covering them, an outline for a session on
Design Labviloblems, and the report of a two-day training
session held for managers and manager/teachers.
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V

KEY ELEMENTS IN DESIGN LAB MANAGER TRAINING

Introduction to USMES philosophy
and units

. USMES general slide/tape show

Introduction to USMES Design Lab
concept

Design Lab slide/tape show

Design Lab skills session

Lecture/Demonstration approach
Stations approach

Hands-on experience with tools

Learning about Design Lab written

resources

Design Lab Manual
Design Lab "How To" Cards
Non-USMES materials

Discussion of Design Lab management
problems

. See outline of points to cover

Percentage of Time
2-day 4-day

workshop workshop

57. 5%

50% 30%

5% -5%

5%

Setting up and running a Design Lab 5% 20%

(discUssion

DOcussion of setting up and only)

running a lab
Set up a workshop lab
Set up school labs

Working with children in workshops or

school labs 10%, 20%

tr
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TWO-DAY TRAINING SESSION FOR DESIGN LAB iiANAGERS

1ST DAY

9:00 - 9:30 Philosophy of USMES and Teaching of Units
USMES general slide/tape show
Stress should be put on importance of
managers knowing what is happening with
units in the classrooms.

. Particular attention can be paid to slides
showing the use of the lab for different
units.

9:30 10:10 The USMES Design Lab
. Design Lab slide/tape show
. In-depth discussion on types of labs (See
Design Lab Manual for more information on
typlp of labs.)

1. "'Design Lab as a separate room

2. Portable Design Lab (where space is a
problem)

3. Design Lab as part of regular classroom
(where space is a problem or only one
or two teachers in a-school are doing
USMES)

Discussion of some important elements
1. Tools and materials available for use

by children.
2. A resource available to whole schOol

3. "How To" Cards available to help
children

10:10 - 10:30 Discussion,of Design Lab Written Resources

. Design Lab Manual and Supplement

. Design Lab "How To" Cards

. Non-USMES reference books

:-

10:30 - 12:00 Skills Session
Lecture/demonstration
Stations approach
(Note: Live skills sessions are better than

videotapes but there are skills tapes for
those who would like to review or for actual
use at a workshop.)

. Participants should realize that scheduled
skills sessions are not required for chil-
dren. Children should learn about tools as
the need arises.

. Time should be made available for partici-

\ pants to handle and try the tools.

r
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1.:(V- 4:00 Hands-66 Experienie urithlools, kid Materials
,. Participants decide.something they wodld

like to make. Suggestions from DSMES units ,

may be gives such as chairS,'tablei, trundle

, wheels, electric. Circuits, boakcaseS, gredn-
. . .

'houses, etc.-_
. Partitipants.should 1Se encourageWto use as'

many tools aS possIble, ,

.:

2ND DAY
9:00 11:00

//-

.*

Hands-On Experience with Täols and Materials

Continues

luop , 12:00 Discussion of getting ULab, _

. Setting up the Design Lab RoOM (Se chapter%
,

vn the pesign Lab Room'in Design Isb Manual.)

Portab1e-Design Lab (See Portable Design Lab .

'section in Design Lab Nanual.)., ,

The Id-Class Design-Lab (tee Depign'Lab
Manual section on In-Class-Desigh Lab.)

l:60 2:00 .Dis.ouasion ni Design Lab Problems
..-(See page/72 for outline of.talk oh Design

,L4-man4eMent problems% Topics should be,
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FOUR-DAY TRAINING SESSION FOR DESIGN LAB MANAGERS

1ST DAY

9:00 - 9:30 Philosophy of USMES and USMES Units
USMES general slide/tape show
The importance of managers knowing what is
happening with units in the classroom should
be discussed.

Particular attention should be paid to
slides depicting use of the lab for
different units.
The importance of children using the lab as
the need arises should be discussed.

9:30 - 10:10 The USMES Design Lab
. Design Lab slide/tape show
. Discussion of types of labs

1. Design Lab as a separate room
2. Portable Design Lab (where space is a

problem)

3. Design Lab as part of regular classroom
(where space is a problem or only one or
two teachers in a school are doing USMES)

Discnssion of some important elements
1. Tools and materials available for chil-

dren to build constructions of their own
design

2. A resource available to non-USMES as well
as USMES classes

3. "How To" Cards available to help children

10:10 - 10:30 Discussion of Design Lab Written Resources
Design Lab Manual and Supplement
Design Lab "How To" Cards

. Non-US rS reference books

)

10:30 - 12:00 Skills Ses on

Lecture/de.'nst tion

Stations approach
..Skills sessions, it should be stressed, are
done to help participants quickly gain some

Understanding of many tools in the lab.
Children should learn about tools when the
need arises.

Participants should have some chance to handle
tools either diming the skills session or at
the end of the sgssion.
Live skills sessions are better than video-
tapes but there are skills tapes available
fltir those who would like to review or would

prefer the tapes to a live session.
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1:00 - 4:00 Hands-On Experience with Tools and Materials

. Participantb decide on something they would
like to make for their own use or use in the

lab or school. Suggestions from USMES units

may be given such as chairs, tables, trundle
wheels, electric circuits, bookcases, green-

houses, etc.

. Participants should be dncouraged to use 4

many tools as possible.

2ND DAY .

9:00 12:00 Hands-On Experience with Tools and Materials

Continues

1:00 - 2:00 Discussion of Setting Up Lab (Discuss those

sections that are appropriate)

. Setting up the Design Lab Room (See the
Design Lab Room section in the Design Lab

Manual.)
The Portable Design Lab (See Portable Design
Lab section in the Design Lab Manual.)
The In-Class Design Lab (See the In-Class
Design Lab section in the Design Lab Manual.)

2:00 - 4:00 Setting Up a Design Lab
. Labs set up in schools of managers involved.
When the above is not possible, participants

set up adab at a workshop.
. Design Lab ataff assistsin either situation.

3RD DAY

9:00 10:00, Discussion of Lab Problems (See page 72 for
outline of talk on Design Lab management pro-

blems.)

10:00 3:00 Practicing Staffing the Workshop or School Lab

. Participants run workshop or scheol lab(s)

(12:00-1:00 for whole day with assistance of Design Lab

Lunch) staff.

. Manager trainees are encouraged and helped to
work with participants in the open way that

has been discussediereviously.
. When manager training session is notipart of

larger workshop, manager trainees should
.begin work with children if possible.

3:00 - 4:00 Discussion:of Running Lab

. Discussion of problems that arose in running

lab(s)

. Importance of letting chfldren build their

own constructions emphasized
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4TH DAY
9:00 - 2:30 Worang with Children in Workshop or School Lab

. Participants run workshop lab for children

(12:00 -1:00 with no help from Design Lab staff.

Lunch ) . Participants run their own.labs for children
instead of above if possible. 1,1enever possible,

children should e brought from USMES

classes.

. Design Lab staff visits each lab during
course of day.

2:30 - 4:00 Discussion of Work with Children and Final
Discussion
. Discussion of problems in working with

children in the lab

. Review by staff of points covered in four-day
workshop

. Remainder of time spent in question and

answer period.

Follow-Up to Workshop Training
)

Follow-up by Design Lab staff should,be done about a

month after the workshop.
Design Lab staff should be available to district school

managers when problems,arise.



DISCUSSION OF THE KEY ELEMENTS IN DESIGN LAB MANAGER TRAINING

Introduction to USMES Philosophy And Units

The quickest and surest way of covering the basic USMES
philosophy is to use the USMES slide/tape show! The slide/
tape presentation gives Design Lab managers the overview of
USMES and its units that is egsential if a manager is 'to
function successfully as a member of the USMES school program.

The USMES brochure can also be given to each Design Lab
manager as a very short and handy description of the basic
philosophy of USMES that can be referred to.

The USMES Guide can be ..e\riewld by the staff for a "re
fresher course" before Ois opening session is held. Another
useful piece of refresher matefial is the paper,"Real Problem
Solving in USMES: Interdisciplinary Education and Much More."

Introduction to USMES Design Lab Concept

A good way of beginning a,discussion of the Design /ab
is to use the Design Lab slide/tape show. This slide/tape
show is very helpful in providing a visual understanding of
many important aspects of the lab.

The Design Lab brochure, like the USMES brochure, is A
good summary of the philosophy..of the lab that participants
can take with them for futurereference.

Design Lab Skills Sessions

A session that explains the use qf the various tools to
be found in a Design Lab is very helpful. Such sessions have

been done in one of two ways.

One way is to have the tools arranged on a table and
have each exiflained to the par.ticipants as they sit and watch.
This can be done by ope person as a sort of lecture/demonstra
tion. '

Another possibility, called the station approach, is to
set up a fewtools on some number of tables scattered through
out a room. Participants can move from table to table learn

i

ing a out tools and handling them at the same time. This

appr ch requires-enough knowledgeable people to staff each

tabl or station.

69
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Hands-On Experiences with Tools

It is important.to give each participant in a Design
Lab manager training workshop a chance to,use the tools (as
many as possible) to construct something for his or her own use
or for use in the school or lab. This gives participants un-
familiar with the use of these tools the opportunity to

%better understand the tools and to feel more relaxed about
having children use them.

Learning About Design Lab Written Resources

A short session should be given explaining the written
resources available for the Design Lab. Included in'this
session should be the Design Lab Manual, Design Lab Supple-
ment, Design Lab "How To" Cards, and other available refer-
ence books such as the Reader's Digest Complete Do-It-Your-
self Manual and the Workshop for Learning Things book--The
Further Adventures of Cardboard Carpentry.

_/

Discussion of Design Lab Management Problems

This session should cover such topics as Design Lab
scheduling and use, scrounging, discipline and safety, storage
and layout, and relationship be,tween the manager and other
'sqhool personnel. An outf1ne of.points to include in this
discussion can be found on pages 72-73.

Setting UP and Running a Design Lab

Experience in setting up a workshop Design Lab similar
to the actual Design Lab a manager will tie working in can be

a very valuable experience. If the Design Lab at a workshop
is *set up and running when the mtnager training begins, ex-
plore the possibilities of dismantling the lab and having
the managtrs set it up again. Give the managers the full
range of problems to deal with, i.e., setting up and running
the lab, evaluation of success, liaison with teachers, report
writing, etc.'

Working with Children in Workshops or School tabs

Managers can gain a great deal from the experience of
working with children in either the workshop or school labs.
The most important aspect of this type of experience is the
chance it gives the staff to correct any misunderstandings on
the part of managers inputting the USMES philosophy in prac-
tice with children. The staff should not hesitate to make
corrections because failure to do so will create many problems
with the functioning tof the Design Lab within a school's

USMES program. -
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Safety Should be stressed continually throughout the

training'sessions. Improper use of tools should be pointed
out as it happens. It is important to make 'safety an impor-

tant element, but in a positive way, not a negative one.

Follow-Up to Workshop Training t

The follow-up to workshop training is one .of the most

.critical elements in .training a manager. An occasional

visit to observe a Design Lab manager and discuss the func-
tioning of the lab'may mean the difference between the success
or failure of the manager and the lab.

In addition, an occasional short meeting might also be

held with all the district or area managers. This might be

done two or three times during the school year to discuss
concerns relating to the running of Design Labs.

II.
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DESIGN LAB MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
(Points to be covered in session on management problems.)

1. Responsibilities in Taking Care of the Lab
a. Locking and unlocking
b. Cleaning
c. Ordering supplies

2. Scheduling Systems
a. Sign-up sheet in classroom
b. Sign-up sheet in office
c.4 Sheet sdnt around in morning
d. Sheet brought around before school

3 Design Lab Use (USMES vs. non-USMES)
a. Design Lab mainly for use by USMES classes
b. Non-USMES use during other times

4. Scrounging
a. Need for getting free or almost free supplies
b. Places to look for scrounged materials

1. Yellow Pages
. People's Yellow Pages
. Friends and their places of employment
. Places like the Boston Children's Museum

Recycling Center

A y
5., Manager/Teacher Aelationship

a. Importance of not- interfering with teachers who are
nsing USMES

b. May hav hand in helping to develop units

ITh6. Management
a. Discipline in the lab

1. Importance of USMES philosophy of openness
2. Importance of rules particularly concerning

use of power tools
b. Administration

, 1. Importance of explaining philosophy of USMES tq
principal and others as it pertains to Design Lab

2. Noise problem -- ask about potential problem and
possible solutions

7. Safety
a. Special care needed for power tools, soldering irons,

etc.

b. Importance of knowing howT use all tools correctly
'
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8. Space Layout

a. Keep power tools near plugs

b. Keep caustic materials near sink, if available

c. Keep sawing table away.from main walkways

9. torage
a. Importahce.of.storing tools and materials not in use

b. Ways of stpring equipment

Note: Design Lab videotapes are available on setting up and

running a Design Lab: ,

An Interview with flarnie Walsh; principal and Design
Lab coordinator of Hardy School, Arlington,

Massachusetts.
,An Interview with Joe Joyce; principal and Design

Lab coordinator of Winthrop School, porcfiester,

Massachusetts.
,
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REPORT OF TWO-DAY DESIGN LAB MANAGER TRAINING SESSION
October 22-23, 1973
Horace Mann School
Chicago, Illinois

'A two-day workshop was held on October 22-23 at the
Horace Mann School to train Design tab managers or teachEr/
managers for thirteen schools which were in the process of
receiving Design Lab equipment and materials. Many of the
participants at this workshop had also attended the two-week
workshop for teachers held in August at the Dyett School.
It was possible, for this reason, to spend more time in de-
tailed discussions of Design Lab problems, in setting up two
of the school labs (one at the Mann School and one at the
O'Keeffe School), and in working with children in the labs.

The first morning began with a brief discussion of the
USMES philosophy and the way in which the philosophy works
in the Design Lab. This was followed by a short discussion
on the problems that various schools were facing at this
time. Participants asked questioAs, such as "What stage of
ordering has the Board of Education reached?" and "How can
we have- a Design Lab-when mo room-is-available?"-

An informal Design Lab skills session was then held
during which participants were asked to try various tools
with which they were not familiar. Unfortunately, not all
the tools were available which meant some tools had to be
described, with the help of the "How To" Cards, instead of
being introduced via'the usual hands-on experience. The
two Design Lab staff members circulated among the partici-
pants during this gession, helping as the need arose.

.Following the skills session, an in-depth discussion
was held on the various aspects of setting up and running
a Design Lab. This discussion covered the following areas:

\ scheduling, scrounging, space and layout, teacher orienta-
tion, USMES vs. non-USMES use, cleanup, staffing, safety,
and storage. Individual school problems in these areas
were part of the discussion and there was a great deal of
interaction among participants on how they had handled or
planned to handle certain problems.

IMP

Activity then switched from discussions to actual hands-
on experience. The participants broke up into two groups.
One group stayed at the Horace Mann, while the other group
moved to the O'Keefle School. Both groups had thetask of
setting up the Design Lab for that school and having it
readpby the end of tjp4 ay for use wkth groups of children
the next morning.
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After the two groups had been established, one of the
Design Lab staff talked with those participants who were not

at the-August' workshop. The discussion with this group

focused on the philosophy of USMES both in the class and in

the lab. These people felt they had a good idea of how USMES

worked from talkintwith USMES teachers. It was suggested

that reading a few Teacher Resource Books and, if possible,
observing some USMES unit work in the:classroom might be very

valuable.

The afternoon was spent in setting up the labs. Sketches

were made and discussions were held on where the ,best and
safest places to set things up were, where things should be

stored, etc. Finding a secure place for keeping materials
and tools was an acute problem at O'Keeffe. It was decided

to solve-this problem by using a portablsIcart 'and after some
brainstorming by the group, a plan developed for enclosing

the cart with pegboard to hang tools from and making compart-

ments to store other mazterials. These plans were not imple-
mented during this two-day session, but were done at a later

date by the Design Lab maneger at O'Keeffe. at was also de-

cided,that the cart would be stored in the school vault for

safekeeping. The Mann School, with its Design Lab located
in two small rooms, had to deal ie a more critical way with

good utilization of space. The placement of work table's and

designation of areas for various types'of activity such as
painting, soldering, etc., was more crucial in the Mann's
small lab than in the large lab found at the O'Keeffe School.
By the end of the first day of the workshop, the two rooms

were beginning to look like USMES Design Labs.

The second day of the workshop began at the Horace Mann
School with a discussion of the setting up of the two labs .

and how this experience could be applied in each of the other

eleven schools' lab rooms. The feeling the participants ex-

pressed was that this experience had been useful and had
given them insights into how to go about setting up their own

labs.

The discussion then switched from the setting up of the

lab to the real reason for the lab's existence--its use by

children. The non-directive USMES approach was stressed
throughout this.session- The importance of chiidren using

the lab for some purpose was alio discussed, as was the,impor
tdnce of giving varied kinds of assistance to gtoups working

in the lab. It was stressed that 4his assistance should not
only be in building techniques, but also in other areas, such

as the math and science skills and concepts that'come up in

the lab. A videotape of'student activities was shown to help

emphasize this point. The nondirective, yet questioning

approach used by the teacher .on the tape was pointed to as an
example of the type of teaching that can go on in a Design

Lab.
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After a discussion of the tape, the participants again
broke up into two groups, one at the Mann and the other at

the O'Keeffe. Fifteen children were assigned to each lab.

Unfortunately, none of the children was currentV using the

lab in relation to work on USMES units. During the session,

both groups of children were given suggestions for making

things such as games, puzzles, boxes, etc., that they could

use in their classrooms. The results were very encouraging.

The children were very excited about their work in the lab

and the participants appeared to have a good feel for assist-

ing, yet not directing, the children. Interesting discussions

took place with the children. Help was given in measuring,

sketching, cutting, and other specific skills. Due to the .

amount of time available, it was not possible for the children

to finish their projects, but they all Planned to return to

the lab the next day to do so.

The second afternoon session centered around the viewing,

of the videotape that had been made in the morning when the

children were in the lab. Some of the problems encountered

in working with children were discussed. A final discussion

was held on remaining problems the participants could foresee

in the setting up and running of their own lab. The partici-

pants were then asked to fill out a short report describing

their plans for setting up their own school lab.


